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JOURNEY BEYOND PERCEPTION
INTO REALITY

Author: The one holding status of the Most High

"If you continue in my word then you are my disciples indeed and you will know
the truth and the truth will make you free." John 8:31 (NIV)

Romans 12:6-8 Yahshua has given each of us the ability to do certain things well. So if Yahshua has given you the ability to prophesy, speak out when you have faith that Yahshua is speaking through you. If your gift is that of serving others, serve them well. If you are a teacher, do a good job of teaching. If your gift is to encourage others, do it! If Yahshua has given you leadership ability, take the responsibility seriously. And if you have a gift for showing kindness to others, do it gladly.

Matthew 6:24 “No one can serve two masters; for either he will hate the one and love the other, or else he will be loyal to the one and despise the other. You cannot serve Yahshua and mammon.”

Luke 6:27-29 “But I say to you who hear: Love your enemies, do good to those who hate you, bless those who curse you, and pray for those who spitefully use you. “To him who strikes you on the one cheek, offer the other also. And from him who takes away your cloak, do not withhold your tunic either.”

Matthew 10:5-7 These twelve Yahshua sent out and commanded them, saying: “Do not go into the way of the Gentiles, and do not enter a city of the Samaritans “But go rather to the lost sheep of the house of Israel. “And as you go, preach, saying, ‘The kingdom of heaven is at hand.’

Love your neighbor as yourself;
Seek the kingdom of heaven;
Do unto others as you would have them do unto you.

In memory of the least of these: who have been damaged by pagans through deception and perception of loss of life, liberty, property, and family.
Disclaimer

The knowledge disseminated by disciples for you herein, is the command of the heavenly Father, upon the wish of the one holding status of the Most High. It is intended to awaken the least of these on earth through the teachings of Yahshua, the Laws of the Ten Commandments and of the New Covenant.

The purpose of this writing is for you to be able to think in a different state of mind. You will hear the truth as I see it, and for you to see it. I am just a tool for you. You are responsible for the use of what you learn here today. It is not provided for any unlawful or improper purpose. I am not here to tell you what to do, to think or act for you. I am not here to challenge authority, threaten or blame any known government, or their agents. Anyone who does not like the goal of the one holding status of the Most High, or the intent of what is covered here below, is free to do whatever they believe in.
**REDEEM** – LUTROOMAI (lu-tro-o-my) To release or set free by paying a ransom or debt.

1. Principle of Redemption is found in *John 8:31-36*. (1) Free from penalty of sin, (2) free from bondage of sin, (3) free from carrying your own problems.
   a. The problem with many people is that they will not admit that they are in bondage. They are like the Jews in verse 33.
   b. All unbelievers and some believers are in bondage because they try to handle their troubles by themselves. DO-IT-YOURSELF PROBLEM SOLVERS.
   c. People who try to solve their problems by their abilities instead of the Lord’s ability are in bondage to Sin! Why? People become slaves to sin when they stop trusting the Lord!
   d. Because MAS (Mental Attitude Sins) automatically develop when we rely on ourselves instead of our God to solve our problems.
      
      - *Psa. 55:22* - cast your burdens...
      - *I Peter 5:7* - cast your cares on Him...
      - *Isa. 30:18* – “Therefore the lord longs to be gracious to you, and therefore He waits on high to have compassion on you.”


3. Redemption is a doctrine we can apply in time of pressure or catastrophe. *Job 19:25-26* (read).

4. Redemption results in the adoption of believers. *Gal. 4:4-6*. We are adopted as “HOUIS” adult sons at salvation.

5. Redemption is linked to our eternal inheritance. *Heb. 9:15*.


7. Redemption provides the basis for Justification. *Rom. 3:24* – “Being justified as a Gift by His Grace through the Redemption which is in the one holding the status of the Most High.”

 Redeemed from how many of our lawless deeds? Every one of them!

**PURIFY** – “KATHARIZO” – aorist active subjunctive- Used to signify a healing from a hopeless disease like leprosy. To cleanse, to heal. This is where we get the word “katharsis”. Here it refers to Phase I cleansing- Salvation and Phase II Cleansing - Rebound-Linked to the cleansing of our sins on the cross.
The foundation of what we are dealing with.

In 1921, the federal Sheppard-Towner Maternity Act (3) was passed creating birth "registration" or what we now know as the "birth certificate." It was known as the "Maternity Act" and was sold to the American people as a law that would reduce maternal and infant mortality, protect the health of mothers and infants, and for "other purposes". However the Act did not give full disclosure, their Brady Doctrine requirement under common law and statutory law, as to the “other purposes”.

In 1933, bankruptcy was covertly declared by President Roosevelt. The governors of the then 48 States pledged the "full faith and credit" of their states, including the people, as collateral for loans of credit from the Federal Reserve System. The "Full faith and credit" clause of the U.S. Constitution, Article 4. Sec. 1 requires that foreign judgment be given such faith and credit as it had by law or usage of state of its origin, and that the foreign statutes are to have force and effect to which they are entitled to in the home State. And that a judgment or record shall have the same faith, credit, conclusive effect, and obligatory force in other states as it has by law or usage in the state from whence taken. Black's Law Dictionary, 4th Ed. cites omitted.

Today the federal government "mandates, orders and compels" the States to enforce federal jurisdiction upon it's citizens/subjects. I believe the federal government draws its de facto jurisdiction for these actions from the "Doctrine of Parens Patriae." Parens Patriae means literally, "parent of the country." It refers traditionally to the role of STATE as sovereign and guardian of persons under legal disability. Parens Patriae originates from the English common law where the King had a royal prerogative to act as guardian to persons with legal disabilities such as infants. Note: The Maternity Act was eventually repealed, but parts of it have been found in other legislative acts. What this act attempted to do was set up government by appointment, run by bureaucrats with re-delegated authority.

With the birth registration established, the federal government, under the doctrine of Parens Patriae, had the mechanism to take over all the assets of the American people and put them into debt into perpetuity. Under this doctrine, if one is born with a disability, the state, (the sovereign) has the responsibility to take care of you. I believe that the disability you are born with is, in fact, the birth itself. I believe that when you are born, you are born free, "a man or woman of the soil." You as parents, without full disclosure under law, make application for a "birth certificate," and when you sign a state's birth certificate - you have made your child a transferable asset - identical to a stock certificate thereby making the child a citizen with a national character of the corporate government known as the United States. The government then turns the new citizen into a corporation, a legal fiction, under the laws of the state. The birth information is collected by the state and is then turned over to the U.S. Department of Commerce. The corporation is then placed into a "trust", known as a "Cestui Que Trust". A Cestui que trust is defined as: "He who has a right to a beneficial interest in and out of an estate the legal title to which is vested in another; the beneficiary of another." Cestui que use is: "He for whose use and benefit lands or tenements are held by another. The Cestui que user has the right to receive the profits and benefits of the estate, but the legal title and possession, as well the duty of defending the same, reside in the other."
The government becomes the Trustee, while the child becomes the contributing beneficiary of his own trust. Legal title to everything the child will ever own is now vested in the federal government. The government then places the Trust into the hands of the parents, who are made the "guardians." The child may reside in the hands of the guardians (parents) until such time as the state claims that the parents are no longer capable to serve. The state then goes into the home and removes the subject matter of the trust from the guardians. At majority, the parents lose their guardianship.

The subject of every birth certificate is a child. The child is a valuable asset, which if properly trained, can contribute valuable assets provided by its labor for many years. The child itself is the asset of the trust established by the birth certificate. "Title" to your child is now owned by the state. The state now directs the trust corpus and provides "benefits" for the beneficiary -- the corpus and beneficiary being one and the same -- the man or woman -- first as child, then as adult.

Each one of us, including our children, are considered assets of the bankrupt United States which acts as the "Debtor in Possession." We are now designated by this government as "HUMAN RESOURCES," with new such resources being added (born) continually. The bankruptcy is a receivership, rather than a discharged bankruptcy. The bankruptcy debts are serviced, not paid or discharged. The Human Resources service the debt, which continues to grow with time.

The federal government, under Title 15, U.S.C., re-delegates federal Parens Patriae authority to the state attorney generals. The attorney generals can now enforce all legislation involving your personal life, the lives of your children, and your material assets.

Understanding the birth registration process

Remember in Admiralty Vessels documented by registration under the laws of the United States are entitled to privileges and subject to the obligations prescribed by the laws of the United States for merchant vessels.

To start out with, your parents due to their prior birth registration were already considered being registered documented vessels/mentally incompetent wards of the State, being under the guardianship of the State, who by legal marriage, where the State is a third party to the marriage contract, had an offspring/ward which they brought into this world by delivery, the act by which the res the subject matter of a trust, or substance thereof was placed within the actual or constructive possession or control of another in the delivery room of the maternity ward of the hospital, the port of entry for vessels/wards. Then they asked your mother for your legal name in Upper Lower case which consists of one Christian name and one surname which is the name on the RECORD OF LIVE BIRTH written in upper and lowercase letters. What your

---

**Delivery**. The act by which the res or substance thereof is placed within the actual or constructive possession or control of another.

**Legal Name**. Under common law, consists of one Christian name and one surname, and the insertion, omission, or mistake in middle name or initial is immaterial. The legal name of an individual consists of a given or baptismal name usually assumed at birth and a surname deriving from the common name of the parents.
mother was not told is that she delivered you to an agent/licensed doctor of the State, in a federally funded hospital, an act by which the res\(^3\) the subject matter of a trust or substance thereof was placed within the actual or constructive possession or control of another, the State, for which in equity they created a Certificate of Live Birth with the all CAPITAL LETTERS and recorded that warehouse receipt in the commercial registry as cargo under transportation.

The hospital documented your birth with the legal name **Title\(^4\)** in a distinctive style or appellation, Upper Lower case, the name by which anything is known, and because under trust law whenever title or money is transferred, a trust is created by operation of law, representing you, for which they created a CERTIFICATE OF LIVE BIRTH in all CAPITAL LETTERS, which was filed with the local Registrar and registered with the State, via **Certificate of registry\(^5\)**, in commercial maritime law which is a certificate of registration of a vessel according to the registry acts, for the purpose of giving her a national character i.e. U.S. citizen born in a federal zone, hospital zip code, in the judicial district in which the birthing of the vessel occurred identified by the filing with the Florida State Department of Health, Office of Vital Statistics within 5 days after your delivery, and then sent to Washington, D.C., for which the hospital receives a check for that vessel.

Then the local registrar issued your parents a copy of the warehouse receipt for the cargo, the CERTIFICATE OF BIRTH from the State of Florida in all CAPITAL LETTERS, representing a vessel/ward of the State representing the abandonment of your title by registration. The State of Florida the Creator/Trustor then created a Cestui que trust (constructive trust) behind your back after the fact, with the all Upper Lower case name, and placed a value on it, based on actuarial estimates of your future labor/human resource. Then they issued a Bond against the trust’s asset, a **certificate of indebtedness\(^6\)** and funded the bond through the IMF based on your future earnings from your labor as the contributing beneficiary, which is a trust asset, and set up a Federal Reserve account for the same. So now the IMF has a beneficial interest in and out of the trust estate, the legal title is now vested with the State of Florida, and held by the Alien Property Custodian in Washington, D.C.; equitable title copy of CERTIFICATE OF BIRTH held by you representing equity/labor; the Governor acting as the managing fiduciary trustee; the Secretary of State Registrar acting as fiduciary trustee until you turn of legal age; and you acting as fiduciary trustee for the trust with duties and obligations once you turn of legal age, and the Secretary of Treasury in charge of the Federal Reserve account.

That ward/vessel is a now a Vessel of the United States, documented by registration under the laws of the United States and subject to its laws and jurisdiction, and the Title goes to the Alien Property Custodian in Washington, D.C. In a maritime in rem action, jurisdiction over the person of the “defendant”, the vessel, is premised upon the presence of the vessel within the district in which the court sits. The only vessel they have jurisdiction over is the trust, that is

---

\(^3\) **Res**. The subject matter of a trust or will.

\(^4\) **Title**. A mark, style or designation, a distinctive appellation. The name by which anything is known. Thus, in the law of persons, a title is an appellation of dignity or distinction, a name denoting the social rank of the person bearing it, such as Duke or Count.

\(^5\) **Certificate of Registry**. In maritime law, which is a certificate of registration of a vessel according to the registry acts, for the purpose of giving her a national character.

\(^6\) **Certificate of Indebtedness**. An obligation sometimes issued by corporations having practically the same force and effect as a bond, though not usually secured on any specific property. It may, however, create a lien on all the property of the corporation issuing it, superior to the rights of general creditors. In banking, same as a government security, same as a treasury certificate.
evidenced by the CERTIFICATE OF LIVE BIRTH, establishing the three points of jurisdiction NAME, SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER and DATE OF BIRTH, the Federal Reserve account under the supervision of the Secretary of the Treasury who is also the managing trustee for the Social Security Administration and governor for the IMF.

Up until you turned of legal age to work, the deputy Registrar on behalf of the Registrar/Secretary of State, or the Registrar/Secretary of State whichever signed the CERTIFICATE OF LIVE BIRTH has been the fiduciary trustee for that trust created behind your back and securitized where the government owns it in part and you own it in part. Meaning the Registrar had the fiduciary duty and obligation for that Trust up until you started your first job. That is why the State can take the child away from the parents, because it is the duty and obligation of the fiduciary trustee as guardian, to look after the ward, and make sure he or she is taken care of properly.

When you filled out the Application Form SS-5 for a Social Security Card, the Registrar turned over the duty and obligation of the fiduciary trustee over to you, because he did not want to be responsible as fiduciary for anything you do in commerce using that SS Card/number. You then became the contributing beneficiary and fiduciary trustee for that trust with the duties and obligations for filing and paying the licensing taxes, registration taxes, and taxes on profits, gains and income generated for the trust once it starts to operate in commerce with a Social Security Card/number on all commercial transactions, because you on behalf of the beneficial owner “the trust”, which is resident within a territory occupied by military forces with which the United States is at war, or a resident outside the United States, for which you are considered an enemy doing business with a license and tax identifying number for the purposes “of trade” effectively connected with the conduct of a trade or business within said territory for which you are granted a license under the authority of the President pursuant to the Trading with the Enemy Act, as an enemy in order to trade, or attempt to trade with the enemy for the beneficial owner the “trust”, and as the fiduciary trustee paying, satisfying, compromising, or giving security for the payment or satisfaction of any debt or obligation, and for drawing, accepting, paying, presenting for acceptance or payment, or indorsing any negotiable instrument or chose in action on behalf of the trust. So far there are two different styles of your name being used, one “upper lower case”, first and last name, and an all “UPPER CASE” first, middle and last name.

Understanding the Social Security Card

Because you were told that in order for you to go buy a car and apply for a driver license in order to go to work, you needed a social security card. Unbeknown to you, you walked in and signed an Application for a Social Security Card SS-5, a maritime contract without full disclosure as to what you were about to do, as they presumed that you knew what the law is, or else why would you apply. You, yourself as the grantor created a trust by your signature/title representing the res, the subject matter of the trust, and transferred title for the creation of a new trust, a private International Franchise entity/person with the all CAPITAL LETTER styled name, for which you the applicant, now a fiduciary/licensee/officer for that franchise, received a social security card/franchise license to operate the trust, with a documented numbered vessel in commerce
subject to the jurisdiction of the United States, with authorization by the President, where you are effectively connected to a trade or business and for conducting business with limited liability with the enemy, in a regulated maritime activity, and for the use of a vehicle/American documented vessel once registered on the byways, highways of the STATE OF FLORIDA under the transportation code, in intra, interstate, domestic or foreign commerce entitled to the privilege of receiving a public/private gains/profits or income for the trust, which is subject to the “political subdivision” STATE OF FLORIDA, a Federal instrumentality, or any other STATE under the jurisdiction of the United States and subject of the interstate compacts between the States, where there exists a commercial maritime contract for license and registration by application, where you the fiduciary are obligated to pay a franchise tax for the licensing, registration, and on the gains/profits and income made by the trust, to the State Department of Revenue, and the U.S Internal Revenue Service, for being effectively connected to and involved in a trade or business with the enemy within a territory occupied by military forces with which the United States is at war which is the Republic.

What you fail to realize is that you granted jurisdiction when you signed up for social security. Trust law says that whenever title, property or money is transferred, a trust is created by operation of law. That is what you call “voluntary servitude”, since you had a freedom of choice, but yet you became the enemy in the Republic, on behalf of the beneficial owner “the trust”, and volunteered into a feudal servitude by contract to trade with the enemy.

What you did next is went out and got a “job” with a company as the contributing beneficiary, fiduciary trustee and supplied the company with a social security card/number and signed a W-4 Voluntary Withholding agreement a maritime contract without full disclosure as to what you were about to do, as you transferred title once again thereby creating a new trust. Once again a trust is created whenever property, money or title is transferred. On the W-4 it asks for the first name, middle initial and last name which is in all UPPER CASE style, documented on your pay checks and by all the letters and notices you receive from the IRS. This is the third style of Title where you the fiduciary trustee turned over the res the subject matter of the trust, to the federal government and the IRS, because a trust is created whenever title, property or money is transferred. Then at the end of the year you the fiduciary trustee filled out and signed an IRS Form 1040 on behalf of the Trust and all the monies withheld or which you sent to the IRS was considered a bequest, a gift (transfer) by will to the United States.

If you look at the definition of power of attorney it defines all the information that is requested on Form 1040.

§601.503 Requirements of power of attorney, signatures, fiduciaries and Commissioner's authority to substitute other requirements.

(a) Requirements. A power of attorney must contain the following information—
   (1) Name and mailing address of the taxpayer;
   (2) Identification number of the taxpayer (i.e., social security number and/or employer identification number);
   (3) Employee plan number (if applicable);
(4) Name and mailing address of the recognized representative(s);
(5) Description of the matter(s) for which representation is authorized which, if applicable, must include—
   (i) The type of tax involved;
   (ii) The Federal tax form number;
   (iii) The specific year(s)/period(s) involved;

(2) Other documents. The Internal Revenue Service will accept a power of attorney other than form 2848 provided such document satisfies the requirements of §601.503(a). However, for purposes of processing such documents onto the Centralized Authorization File (see §601.506(d)), a completed form 2848 must be attached. (In such situations, form 2848 is not the operative power of attorney and need not be signed by the taxpayer. However, the Declaration of Representative must be signed by the representative.)

(3) Special provision. The Internal Revenue Service will not accept a power of attorney which fails to include the information required by §§601.503(a)(1) through (5).

So, what you as the principal have done is authorized by your powers of attorney for the agents to act for or in place of you the principal by giving them power of attorney, on the very first 1040 you signed as principal, fiduciary trustee, and now an agency relationship of principal and agent exists which is haunting everyone. You as the fiduciary trustee and principal now have a duty and obligation to file and pay whatever taxes the IRS agents believe the trust owes. **However you may re-vest title that you divested yourself of, by resigning as the fiduciary and terminating the powers of attorney which is exercisable by you who granted it, without the agents, or the government’s approval or consent.** What you didn’t know is that you always had a remedy under common law and equity because you are the one who has been paying all their bills with your labor/equity which makes you a creditor. That is your remedy to leave their fictional BS behind if you so choose.

Just as when you buy a car there is a Manufacturer Certificate of Origin issued by GM representing the birthing of a vessel and its port of entry without liens, meaning there is no outstanding debts against it as all the parts and labor have been paid for in making it. The Manufacturer then assigns it to the dealership to sell it for them. Then the dealership assigns the MCO the title to that trust but you never take possession of it. The dealership delivers it to the State and the State gives you a Certificate of Title, so you have no title whatsoever and therefore you are not the owner, but the State is, and the state can force you to register it and insure it because it is their property. Now if you wish to drive it you must get their permission via a driver license. When you get it financed, the dealership by registration and delivery of the same, the act by which the res or substance thereof is placed within the actual or constructive possession or control of another, the State, with a **Title** a distinctive appellation, all **CAPITAL**
LETTERS, the name by which anything is known, is now conclusive proof that it is a documented vessel with a VIN#, a Vessel of the United States which is now documented under the laws of the United States, and is subject to the transportation statutes, namely the State Motor Vehicle Statutes of the United States, and the MCO stays with the Division of Motor Vehicles. All you get is a Certificate of Title representing that vessel for proof of its existence. The Manufacturer Certificate of Origin once registered with the State can now be licensed, taxed and regulated in commerce by way of the Transportation Motor Vehicle Statutes and you have no right to question it. Now the cop can ask you for a driver license, registration and proof of insurance because he is there to protect a State asset. So why are we bitching in court when ticketed. All the cop is trying to do, is to make sure that you abide by their statutes. So, stop speeding, make sure you are registered on time, make sure you have a license that is not expired, and above all make sure you have insurance to protect the State's asset, the liability for which they dumped on you.

Now that it is registered, you the fiduciary must get a license to operate it with proof of insurance in case you cause damage. It is your duty and obligation as a fiduciary to make sure there is a current license, non expired tags or insurance, and it is your duty to pay the property taxes on that vehicle to the department of revenue of your State.

Also when you the fiduciary buy a house for the trust in all capital letters, the closing attorney records the Deed with the county registry not under equity but under transportation, representing the real property/fiction which is the mirror image of the land and the house. In case you didn't know, such a recording was fraudulently done by the county recorder without disclosing what she did. What you didn't realize is that you are the one providing all the equity/labor for everything and because of the fraudulent recording, the easements and encumbrances it talks about in the Deed are an easement representing a mortgage the county has taken against that property to finance the county, and you and all other land owners are paying a property tax as the fiduciaries for that encumbrance to pay for the mortgage. Remember all we are talking about this whole time is paper, a warehouse receipt representing you, an automobile, a house and land. The paper is considered cargo being in transport because delivery has never been completed. They are in transit because all the paper is being securitized, and the securities representing the paper are floating around the world as debt securities. Until delivery is complete, it is all considered to be cargo in transit under their transportation statutes spelled out in their 50 Titles, USC. When you deliver all your warehouse receipts and complete delivery of the cargo, they are delivered, done and complete by you for which, you no longer have any fiduciary duty or responsibility as they are responsible for everything they have created not you. Unbeknown to you they have dumped all the responsibility on you. What you create you are responsible for. Your actions are complete once you have delivered the warehouse receipts, which is all that you are concerned with. What they have tried to do is to pass onto you all the liabilities/mortgages they have created by their use of the paper. We gave life to all that paper by acknowledging their existence by signing them.

Then to cap it all off, they had you pledge allegiance to the United States as the fiduciary on the application for voter registration and application for military service. Then you declared under penalties of perjury that you are a U.S. citizen on a Passport application, Form W-4, Form 1040,
Form SS-5 Social Security application, Driver License application, Bank account application and any numerous other applications that you have signed. Welcome to America. You have completely given the City, County, State and the Federal government jurisdiction over yourself the fiduciary for all the trust accounts you have created.

Can anyone truly say that the City, County, State and the Federal Government “Have no jurisdiction over you?” Can anyone truly say that they have not have taken on liability for which they as fiduciary are responsible? So you believe that you do not owe any tax on income, gain or profit, or property tax, sales tax, licensing tax, registration tax or any other tax?

You have to look in the mirror and ask who is the one to blame for lack of knowledge. The so called them, or YOU? If you do not believe any of this, you are in denial and that is your downfall. You are arguing, kicking and fighting yourself, and blaming everybody else. Then you wonder why your life is in an upheaval and turmoil. The question is what are you going to do about it?

So, let’s recapture who the players are:

1. The State of Florida is the Creator/Trustor of the Cestui que trust in your all CAPITAL NAME;
2. The Governor is the managing fiduciary Trustee over the assets/Birth Certificates/ property;
3. The State Registrar who is the Secretary of State the fiduciary trustee representing the Governor, reports to the Governor and supplies him with his report of all the assets/ Birth Certificates/ property signed by the registrars;
4. The IMF is the Beneficiary because it is the one that loaned the money to the State of Florida for the funding of the Bond;
5. You became a fiduciary trustee when you started working;
6. The Secretary of the Treasury oversees the Federal Reserve account for that NAME, SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER and DATE OF BIRTH.

So what we have so far is an irrevocable Trust for which there is a Federal Reserve account which the State created which you cannot change, and a revocable Trust which you created under Social Security which you can revoke any time.

1. The Trust is created through the Social Security Administration.
2. IMF funds it
3. Keeping track of all this is the Department of the Treasury which has the fiduciary responsibility to keep track of the Assets via the Federal Reserve account assigned to it.

The Secretary of the Treasury wear three hats:

1. Managing trustee for Social Security Administration;
2. Secretary of the Treasury;
3. Governor for the IMF;

What we fail to realize is that we have an equitable right as the “Creditor,” the one who supplied the equity/labor for all this to happen in their fictional world.

They want you to rely on their statutes and executive orders which is all fiction for your remedy under the Trading with the Enemy Act Title 50 USC Appendix.

Under Section 7(c): Any payment, conveyance, transfer, assignment, or delivery of money or property (Certificate of Live Birth/Title) made to the alien property custodian hereunder shall be a full acquittance and discharge for all purposes of the obligation of the person making the same to the extent of same. The alien property custodian and such other persons as the President may appoint shall have power to execute, acknowledge, and deliver any such instrument or instruments as may be necessary or proper to evidence upon the record or otherwise such acquittance and discharge, and shall, in case of payment to the alien property custodian of any debt or obligation owed to an enemy or ally of enemy, deliver up any notes, bonds, or other evidences of indebtedness or obligation, or any security (Certificate of Live Birth) therefore in which such enemy or ally of enemy had any right or interest that may have come into the possession of the alien property custodian, with like effect as if he or they, respectively, were duly appointed by the enemy.

The alien property custodian is where they want you go to get your remedy is what the above states. The only problem is that it is not your true remedy, nor do they give you the procedure for you to use. You wonder why? Remember you are dealing with fiction which is a lie; a lie is a fraud from the beginning, so IT NEVER EXISTED.

I know that what I am about to unleash on you is going to incite you, but I am not trying to start a revolution here but educate you on what is going on and what I have come to know and understand.

(In a revolution you’re bound to offend someone.)

Now let’s get into reality and look at our state of mind, our mind set and how we perceive reality versus the fiction.

We have to go back to the beginning. First there was the United States in Philadelphia. The thirteen colonies have already been made, so it was the thirteen colonies that made Philadelphia, so no slave is greater that his master ever and what you create you are responsible for. What happened after that is very simple. In 1787 they came together in committee under

Acquittance*. A written discharge, whereby one is freed from an obligation to pay money or perform a duty.
Article 10 of the Articles of Confederation. George Washington was the cousin of the King at the
time and what they did was they had 39 delegates attest the Constitution, meaning they
witnessed it. There were 74 delegates at the time. Article 13 of the Articles of Confederation
says if there is one “NO”, and that means no, then anything that has to do with the changing of
the structure of the Confederation had to have a unanimous vote.

But if you go back and look at the Constitution only 39 attested to it and George Washington
signed it twice, so that means the Constitution was never properly ratified by the people of this
country, because 39 attested to it and the rest said kiss my butt, we don’t want it, and we don’t
want anything to do with it, because they knew it would centralize government and would open
the east to the west again which they wanted to keep closed because they have just gotten rid of
the east 10 years before that. The first colonials that were fighting over here were under the
India Tea Company flag. The first flag came from the India Tea Company. When that
happened, it means the east was opened up, but the Articles of Confederation closed off any type
of commerce with the east, commerce with the country of India. So in order to open that up
they had to create the District of Columbia which was foreign to the states of the union, in order
to get India and their trade routes through here, that is why India funded all of the destruction
of the Indians and everyone else because they actually had the ownership of the land and they
were trying to run trade routes through here and the Indians were not allowing it. So they
started a war with them. It’s all about trade and trade routes.

So what they did was when the delegates went to reconvene in Philadelphia they put them in jail
and beat them until they reconvened in Washington, D.C., which means it left congress in recess
perpetually of any duty. What you have before you is the counterfeit government and the
Constitution is a counterfeit Constitution. Philadelphia was the only confederacy that the people
created. What they did is they created the United States under committee. The United States
was created by fraud because under Article 13 of the Articles of Confederation it was never voted
on; they never voted whether the Constitution or the United States was to be created in the first
place. It was done by committee, under Article 10. What happened is the United States is
nothing but a committee and congress is in recess. Congress has not reconvened in over 200
years, and still in recess, because the congress today is nothing but a congress in committee.
Then what they did is transfer all of the debt. John Hanson was the first president and he is the
one that set up the postal service and he transferred all of the debt over to the District of
Columbia.

Then England along with the Catholic Church kept the government for them
selves, and left everyone else with the committee under Article 10. Now you have the
people thinking they are taking care of their own son and daughter, the state and federal
government but they are counterfeit state and federal government, they are the wrong one,
because the federal government has nothing to do with us. What we created was the
confederacy not the federal government. So we have a son a state we are looking at that is not
ours. We thought it was our kid but its not, so we are taking care of government that is a
counterfeit son. In order to sell this to the people they had to go to a Republic, so they formed
the government as a Republic and started using common law. But they found out they couldn’t
touch the people, so they just started using common law in their shipping to establish trade
routes, etc. That’s all they were doing, and throughout the ages the states were standing and everything was going on well and ended up being 50 states.

Once all that happened the states themselves had the gold and silver and established as a Republic, and there was intrinsic value and they had laws that dealt with the people, ordinances, and statutes which were biblical and whenever you went to court, you were basically going to church in front of a three justice panel to argue your case and if you were found to be committing usury or any kind of theft, it was handled that way.

We jump forward to the Civil War and what they were doing is the federal government wanted to expand its powers. The states didn’t go for that. So what you had was, people who wanted to be taken care of and people who didn’t. They were Sovereign. In the North they wanted to be taken care of by the states and the South they didn’t. So you had pagans fighting non-pagans. So the Union was in trouble so Lincoln declared a state of emergency and emancipation proclamation from the states because the union was in trouble. So it would be like a 15 year old kid emancipating from his parents, but was unable to take care of himself.

Needless to say it was the wrong kid. When that happened the Catholic Church jumped in and took over and started using public law for private purposes instead of private law for public purposes. In other words it became what people thought, there was no more law. There was one problem they’ve had since that time. What you have is the Philadelphia confederacy only had admiralty jurisdiction dealing with commerce. What happened after that is simple, the district since it was created by committee only had admiralty jurisdiction. So all of their statutes, federal acts only dealt with cargo in transportation. They didn’t have any authority in any way shape or form to write any laws that dealt with people, and that remains the same today.

So you have statutes that only deal in cargo, but they still had gold and silver so they still had a federal common law. What they started to do was they made an appeal process and used the black people as an excuse that there would be no humanitarian abuses and they could go there for sanctuary from the states. When it was all said and done all the gold was taken from the states. Therefore all of the state statutes became null and void because the people stupidly put their law into the treasury. In other words as long as there was gold the law was in full force and effect. If there was no gold in the treasury then the law was null and void. Needless to say posse comitatus was destroyed in 1938 and then they came up with the Revised Statutes and therefore they had to do a declaration of interdependence. Let’s talk about trade and transit. The United States the entity did a declaration of interdependence not independence, two different things. Interdependence does not mean in among itself, what it means is interstate commerce. Dependent means dependent on interstate commerce not independence, which is dependent on the people. So if they are not dependent on the people, but on interstate commerce, the only jurisdiction they have is for cargo under transportation. So what they have done is that all the paperwork in the verbiage has been converted to transportation terms. It’s in constant transit.

Once all the gold was gone the Mississippi legislature said in 1932 that it would take 40 years to mine all of the gold in the world at that time in order to pay off the debt. So you had a prodigal
son who declared emancipation from the state, and he was stupidly paying gold for usury for fiat money and lost everything he had. Then he went back to dad who said ok we’ll pay you the gold and pay for your debts and get you out of debt. But he stupidly kept borrowing credit because he thought this is great. Then dad lost everything he had, meaning the state. So all the prodigal son has is laws dealing in cargo, because people in the east outsmarted him because he was stupid meaning the federal government.

They didn’t understand how usury works. After that in 1964 all the money just became notes, and then in 1972 or before, I think was the last gold payment. Then they went off the gold standard and now the Father is enslaved by the son’s creditor, the son being the federal government and the states were the fathers who became enslaved by the son’s creditor. So what does the creditor do; how does he use this to his advantage? All the laws that were in the states and in the federal government, the Father joined the son, became commercial statutes, but they were written in such a way as if they still had gold in the treasury. Now the creditor has all the gold. That is why they have what they call payments in money in these statutes. Since the creditor has all the gold how can you pay any debt? You don’t have any money. So the statutes obviously don’t apply to you. If the creditor’s court is before the creditor, how does it apply to you? It’s the creditor’s court and he owes it, not you because he is the one with the gold and the statutes only apply to the bank. Just the same as if Iraq was in debt, Saddam Hussein would be the one to pay it because he is the one that has all the gold. They say whoever holds the gold makes all the rules, and if you make all the rules you are bound by those rules. So what you have here is people are being told and asked to do something that is impossible for them to do because they don’t have any gold and they can’t pay off anything in fiat money. The only thing you have to offer is your labor and you are being paid in fiat money. The one that has the gold is now stealing the labor of the people and that is what China just figured out. They didn’t dump the Wanta securities. The Asians and Saudis have also figured out that they have been giving oil for fiat money. It has no backing. Now they opened it to Iraq and all their labor is going to be stolen. Iran will not accept fiat money for their oil.

It’s all interdependence. There is no longer a District of Columbia; there is a State of New Columbia and they have their own constitution. When they are talking about the constitution, they are referring to the State of New Columbia constitution not the United States constitution, because they came out of bankruptcy. The United States ceased to exist in 1954, it exists in name only. The State of New Columbia is all under transportation through India, which you can read about in the book called “In the Beginning” by Richard Hoskins from VA publishing company for $14.00. The book tells you about commerce and where it comes from. Every bit of it is coming from India. The Vatican is an agent for India. It shows all their trade routes and it talks about the drugs, all the spice routes (drug routes) and that is what the Iraqi war is all about. They wanted a trade route going straight through Iraq, and that is why they created the 38th parallel. They run their drugs through there coming from Afghanistan; the poppy seed, and they wanted to run their heroin through Iraq, and Sadam wanted a piece of the action.
They were not going to share it with Sadam and told him to take a hike; you’ve got oil and you want a piece of our action? It is not going to happen. So they created the 38th parallel which runs straight through Iraq. When Yahshua was in the temple knocking over tables, he was saying not in my Father’s temple; they were trying to sell him drugs and it pissed him off. The Hindu’s are the ones that killed him, because the Pharisees were saying we can’t kill him by our own law. Well the only laws in the world that do not kill for a crime are the Hindu. It is the only religion in the world that doesn’t do that. The Hindu’s forced Rome’s hand to kill Yahshua. The Hindus were behind the killing of Yahshua. That is why Pontius Pilot washed his hands of it; I did what the people wanted me to do; nobody has figured this out.

They were working for the Hindu’s, and they were running the spice routes and getting all the taxes from it. They were running all the drugs through Jerusalem. King Herrod was a druggie, and they controlled him with booze and drugs. Spice trade in reality is the drug trade. That is why they create all the idols, and they put the drugs in the base of the idols.

All governments do is blackmail each other, and no one is in charge other than our Heavenly Father. All world commerce goes through Bangladesh which is where the World Bank is. The British conquered the people of India, not its government; the Indian government was in league with the British making money. It was the people of India that rebelled against the British not the Indian government which was backing the British. The same thing in Africa; its all about drugs, always have been, always will be. They keep you busy and as long as you don’t interfere with the drug trade and the interstate commerce, they will let you win a few and loose a few to keep you busy, as long as you do not interfere with that trade.

State means state of mind. Who set up the United States? Men did. That was just an idea, but in your mind it became reality with authority. But it is still a perception of man. So your perception has less or more validity then another mans perception. It is made real for you, that it has power and authority. You are trained to follow another mans perception. That is why you have to go back to the beginning, and start thinking for yourself. Ok, is Florida a country or is it a perception for men to call it Florida, but I’ll make it so it’s not a god over me. It’s just information for someone else for perceiving but they really don’t understand it, but they are going to act like they do. They will say Florida is a State. Yes but before that it was a country. They will not get that, and then they will say the State Statute says this or that, and the question they will not understand is “Then where is the remedy?” If there is no remedy then they are a dictator. There has to be a remedy for each statute, and if there is no remedy then it is an incomplete statute. That stops them every time. And then they will call in on their car radio and say “He wants to know the remedy for that statute.” “Just let him go;” will be the answer.

A lie never happened it’s a fiction; if a nom de guerre is fiction, it never happened. Any act of fraud is a lie and it never happened. If I called you and told you that I planted a Nuclear bomb in your city, and you panicked and got everyone looking for the bomb and ended up not finding one, then what I said is in fact a lie as it never happened as it was fiction, and it was fraud from the beginning. No one has a driver license, registration and insurance. The cop does not have one either, because any act of fraud is no act at all, because it never
happened, so it is a fiction. Paganism is synonymous with a lie, because it is an artificial entity that does not exist and if there is artificial information on the driver license, then the whole thing is artificial. War is defined as theft and that is all it is and has been. Any war is a confession of thievery and lies and is the roots of paganism, lies, war and transgression. The essence of a thief is the beast, a beast without reason; human means beast – the Holy Spirit the Father established is the only thing that is real because it is truth. All that is not real is the perception of man because the Holy Spirit comes in us and the Father has nothing to do with the body.

With the police officer you can start saying the same things to them that they say to you, because they never paid anything, there is no money, he don’t have the documents that they are saying you don’t have because of the simple fact that it’s all fiction. Whatever the charges are they are not liable, because it is all fiction. That is why they have fiction and non-fiction books. Only a non fiction book gets people tried for the information they have in their book, that is why a lot of people don’t write non-fiction books, because they can be liable for anything that is in it. In a fictional book they are not liable for anything they are saying. They can say anything they want. The ticket the cop wrote is a fiction you honor, cross claim – judge he doesn’t have a license either; what are you talking about? It’s a fiction – cop will say well I have a license; well look at it, it is in all capital letters, that is a fiction, so its not there. They never thought of it before that way, I guarantee it. The best way to handle it is to present them with something they never heard before. So the cop wants to arrest you for something he doesn’t have – all the information is in boxes on a piece of paper which is a fiction – bring up reality and reason.

Whatever Form you sign, bracket around the signature as it was never there. I’ll give you what you want little boy, but it doesn’t exist. Pick your battles. It’s all delusion. Your signature is not worth anything. Do not put all rights reserved, without prejudice, that’s UCC which is their fiction of law, which has nothing to do with you. You never signed it, go buzz off. They have a monopoly. You can’t fight a monopoly. You have to survive and eat as long as your heart is in the right place, none of this is necessary. Sign everything in brackets. You have to be meek as a dove and wise as a serpent.

On 9-11 they were getting rid of all the securities, meaning birth certificate securities. The people who were ultimately behind 9-11 were the United Arab Emirates, UAE. There are seven Shieks over there. If you look in Revelation, Chapter 17, it talks about them exactly as to who they are. It talks about the seven heads and seven horns. This country came into being around 1972 and there are seven Shieks involved in this, and they are extremely rich. They had to get rid of all the securities because it was causing too much inflation. That is why they call it a sea of paper, all the paper that was in the Twin Towers. The Twin Towers is where all the commodities were traded, and we are talking about people commodity, not corn and wheat which are traded in Chicago. They had to get rid of a lot of debt, because they lied to the World Bank. They said they had
more resources than what they really had. Now, nobody can prove it. The four thousand dead was a drop in the bucket compared to the bank foreclosures that would have taken place.

One guy in Tennessee went to the Department of Transportation and argued with one of their people. He said to him; I need to see the regulations for a driver license. You have them for A, B and D licenses. The employee said I think we have them posted in the back. Can you go look for them for me? So he goes and comes back and says “I can not find it.” Their reaction is automatically “Well you know everyone has to have a driver license.” So then he went to the Social Compact and said to the employee: no, you have to have a specific regulation and he argued for fifteen minutes. You know what the employee said after that? Look, there is no regulation; we are in it for the revenue.

You are dealing with a state wide scam, a huge mafia scam. It is a protection racket and the attorneys are the Federal Reserve agents. So when you know the scam, it does not work for you. They can not have you stand in front of 12 people in the jury box knowing that. What you are doing is exposing the scam, and when you do that it causes problems for them, so what you do is let them leave with dignity. Don’t argue. Well if we see you doing this again we’ll arrest you. Well you have a nice day. That is the end of it. That is a win when they let you go. Until this is dealt with in the proper channel, with the proper authority, and proper power, this is what we will have to deal with. The people let this happen and they are supporting it. They gave up their liberty because of fear and the attorneys know that their 14th amendment 2nd clause it talks about the right of ingress and regress from state to state. So if that is a right, then it’s a right to go to the store or anywhere else. There are no privileges. There was a case where the clerk said the only reason we can prosecute this case for DUI is because the defendant has a driver license. What they are saying is if you contract with us we “won’t” hurt you and if you don’t contract with us we “can’t” hurt you. I rather go with can’t then won’t. As far as they are concerned they like to buy and sell freedom, so they are going to try to get you to earn it.

Law is 95% conscience and brain, it is psychological. Just because I use Federal Reserve Notes does not mean you own me. It is all perception, so circulate your FRN’s. Who cares, but it doesn’t mean you own me or that you are greater than the Father; have some respect for me. Rules of the road only pertain to vessels and the sea. Roads, streets refer to admiralty. All the artificial entities they use are nothing but paganism religion. Yoking the dead with the living.

The system is basically a cult and there is one specific thing that every cult needs in order to survive – if you want out, there is a price to pay just like the Mafia, Amish, Catholics and so on. You are shunned and they will not talk to you. There is always one question you can ask that breaks that every time: “How does what I think or believe or what you think and believe, effects my salvation, my destruction, or my existence, or your salvation, your destruction or your existence?” That question breaks every cult member. The Catholics say if you are not Catholic you do not go to Heaven, the Muslims say that if you don’t believe in Allah then you don’t go to Heaven,
you go to hell. Every one of them has that same set of mind set. How they believe or what they believe effects their salvation or their destruction. But if you believe that then you would be breaking the very maxim of law that was set down by the Most High. You shall never be a judge in your own cause; therefore what you believe can not affect your salvation, destruction or existence.

That is what the prosecutors are saying. You don’t believe the way I do, so I am going to correct you and retrain you, and it is the same with the policeman. So if I believe that I must have a driver license, registration and insurance then I am corrected and I go to Heaven, or at least I will not be destroyed by the court. But if you don’t believe in the authority of the court then you are in contempt so that is your destruction.

You have to get out of the mind set that has been placed in you in school. The question is your ultimate objection. Well you said you don’t have a driver license. How will that effect my destruction, how does what I think effects that, and if my thinking effects that then you must think a lot of me or you are extremely weak. It brings them to humility and humbleness they got no choice but to go there. You can apply this to everything. It is a question outside of the thought process of man. It shows them that they are men not god, no matter how deluded they are. If they can not answer that question, they can not prosecute.

I guarantee you will win every time no matter what. There is always one remedy no matter which way you go. No matter what you do or say, it doesn’t matter, because you have that question and the charge of paganism, no matter what you signed or what you do. What they are enforcing with their jails is paganism no matter what. They want you to comply with their paganism and they are going to retrain and re-educate you in their jails, even if it means drugging you. You can screw up left and right and even pay the fine and still come back and say: “You guys enforced paganism on me” and ask the big question after the fact: “How does what I think or believe or what you think and believe, effects my salvation, my destruction, or my existence, or your salvation, you destruction or your existence?” Their whole case is a signed confession of their paganism. That is why it doesn’t matter if you signed the confession of their paganism. That is why it doesn’t matter if you signed a release order or what you say because the further they go the more evidence you have of them enforcing paganism on you, to your detriment based on what you think. That is your remedy.

What you say or don’t say does not affect you if you have not committed a crime. They will be saying – if we can not acknowledge their existence, then they can not acknowledge our existence. Just because I am not in your system does not mean I don’t exist.

Testimony: After striking up a conversation with a retired Secretary of the Legislature at a Waffle House I asked: can you tell me why they spend millions to get in office which only pays $150,000.00 a year? His explanation was: A statute stays in committee for 2-3 years, and the only way to pass them is for them to vote on it once in the morning, once in the afternoon, and once in the evening. You have to have unanimous or majority vote to pass the statute. They sit on it in committee for 2-3 years and all of the sudden it comes up and they vote on it and pass it. What
they do is they have a bunch of trusts, and then they buy stocks with those trusts and depending on how that statute is going to affect the stock market, is which way they vote.

Does it make sense now why a politician will pay millions to get into an office that pays a fraction of that? The politician has first hand knowledge of which way that stock market is going. Then, they narrow the speech and remedies in the courts, to protect the politicians’ legalism and secure by force of arms, and imprisonment the politicians private portfolio. For the pagan is now very powerful, because the pagan knows all the secrets of the politicians, and the politicians can’t see they were set up and blinded by their own greed, and in the politicians mind, it’s too late, so they go with the flow.

When a pagan desires to steal, the pagan has to keep other men from witnessing against him, for the pagan introduces legalism to all branches of the government, for with legalism the pagan is able to take over all shipping and trade in commerce on land and also get a statute passed without regulation. For the pagan will use terms to change definitions of terms, magically turning privacy into intra or interstate commerce starting at the County Recorders’ office. For the pagan is so successful with this device, that all men believe that they have to ask for permission from the very state that men created to get married. Now the people are in contract with the pagan without knowing it, and when the divorce comes, guess who gets access to the equity of the marriage.

For the real blackmail starts with the senate and the legislature for the men that hold those offices start private trusts in different names and buy stocks in those trusts. Take the insurance industry for an example, for a man can truly secure his private portfolio if he makes it a crime not to have car insurance. Just think of what a man’s conscience is going through when he is sending a police officer out in the field, telling him to ignore his oath of office, putting the police officer at risk, and private liability. For the police officer is injuring his or her own conscience, for mere crumbs of a crime, all for legal tender, that is bordered on legalism blank.

For the real sad part is, the police officers think they are enforcing real law, and everyone involved are being deceived by the pagan. For the men called the people do not exist to support the private portfolios of the credit rich. For this is called blasphemy and delivering of the people out of the sheepfold by force to serve the pagan: its treason against the one holding the status of the Most High.

Every statute is a debt. It is on loan from the Federal Reserve. Every Form has power of attorney and you are breathing life into it. Their Forms have power of attorney over you. This is the Wizard of Oz. They gave him a heart, and that heart beats for them, they gave him a diploma, and that diploma thinks for them, then they gave him a badge and that badge is his courage not coming from within. What Yahshua said is that Kingdom of Heaven comes from within; it is not in wood or stone. So when you fill out their paperwork it has power of attorney over you, just as when the cop fills out the citation, that citation has power of attorney over him. Then he transfers it over to you. You see how you get caught up in it? In order to reverse that, you have to go to labor, and labor is equity. That account has no power of attorney over me. It has nothing to do with me. They are the ones who
put themselves in bondage, and they want you to come into their bondage. Well, I am not going to do it. They create their own peril. The cop sabotaged himself and he wants you to bail him out. He is responsible for that ticket, not you. When you don’t bring up the fraud and being accusatory, you become NEUTRAL.

The problem is they are under revised statutes. There is no such thing as a revised statute, because it is a fiction. Those revised statutes were never passed by a legitimate legislature; they were done in resolution and earmarked. There is more involved than fiction or non-fiction and it applies to everyone. Legally you will beat them every time. Do not resist or fight. Let them go on and they will bury themselves deeper and deeper.

They attach earmarks to every legislation so when the president is signing it he is signing an executive order and there are earmarks attached to it that he has no clue that are there. They are statutes that were never passed, never signed into law because they were written in verb, adverb fiction so they are never liable for it. But if you volunteered for it then guess who is liable? You are. The judge is enforcing a fiction. When the judge gets caught you see him panic and leave the bench, or he will want to get you out of his courtroom. When you see a 60 year old man panic and lying and he knows that you know, the look in his eyes is pure panic. Some will even say “We have made a mistake in identity” to get rid of a case. You have to know when to shut up and leave.

What people fail to realize is that your birth certificate was recorded as a commercial document, and then you went and claimed the trust number and now you are the fiduciary over that cargo. So you have to go to the country recorder, because it was recorded the same as it would have been recorded in a family Bible but it is instead in the public records of the county. It would have to have been recorded under equity, but the recorder recorded it as commercial paper representing warehouse cargo under transportation, and when she did that it gave them commercial jurisdiction, which is a fraudulent recording, for the simple fact that you are not cargo. If everything is in fiction the judge is not liable because one can only be liable for non-fiction.

Arguing with the government is the same as arguing with a woman. You can’t win. They try to tell you what to think and what you feel. You can’t win until you start thinking for yourself. If you all are expecting tricks and magic, you are not going to get that from me.

Our main weakness; the essence of paganism is the basis of the covenant they use, the relationship between you and your mother, and they use the fact that you need approval. Mommy can I do this, mommy can I do that? All men from the time they are born to the time they die need approval, and that is what you are here to get over. You usually send all your paperwork in and ask do you approve of that, did I do it correctly, that’s what starts the whole training, and that is how women control all the men, does this tie look alright with this shirt, because men need their approval. A man becomes a man when he no longer needs approval of a woman or his mother, or anyone else to think for him.
Why not just tell them that the reason I don’t fill out your paperwork is because I don’t believe the State is a God. I feel like I’m betraying my Father in Heaven. Not because I’m being deceptive or rejecting of you. If you took offense to something, it doesn’t have anything to do with me. They need to hear how you feel. You are appealing to someone’s conscience and that is the court of equity, that’s Yahshua, who was open with his feelings. They are afraid of their inner conscience, their soul. Their laws have nothing to do with you. They criminalize you because you offended one of their gods somehow.

Their problem is the fiduciary responsibility they have in debt swap agreements. It is when each country that goes to the United Nations to do a debt swap agreement because that country needs more taxes or more debt forgiven. They will swap Birth Certificates from one country to another. Six or seven years ago there was this one fellow in Tennessee who got his original birth certificate back, and it had six or seven stamps on the back of it from different countries, and another guy had seventeen stamps on the back of the birth certificate.

Debt swap agreements means taxes for that particular account will go to that country to help them pay off their debt to stabilize that country’s economy. This is based on study and research on debt swap agreements. When you cancel that account, if that birth certificate is in another country, then their fiduciary responsibility meaning that agreement which was made is not fulfilled, it is the fiduciary duty of the president to make sure all those agreements are fulfilled. That is the reason the account is never really closed on their end, not on yours, because it can still be used for adjustments and setoffs. So when you cancel it, they go: what the hell are we going to do now, that’s over in Argentina to stabilize their economy, and this guy says he is not going to pay anymore, and now we are in trouble because now we have to fulfill promises and need to borrow credit to fulfill those obligations, and back it up with property/asset. That is what we believe they are doing.

Another interesting fact is that the Federal Reserve bought Alaska and Hawaii; they brokered that deal. It had nothing to do with America. They came in after 1933 and bought Alaska for a dollar an acre because they wanted all the oil there, and bought Hawaii for its tourism, and then they brokered a deal with the Japanese to run it for them. If you understand what the true purpose of the Vietnam War was, then you understand exactly how they think. It is really wild how they did this. The North Vietnamese fought a fifty year war first with the French and then with the Americans. Did you know what that fight was over? The Tennessee Valley Authority; hereinafter TVA. They didn’t want a centralized electrical plant in their country. It was all because the bankers wanted the TVA over there. There was an oil refinery in North Vietnam and the only time it was bombed is when the southern oil refinery was built by Rockefeller, and he needed the TVA to run the refinery, but he wanted the people to pay for it with taxes. You are supporting the electric companies and they support all of their industry where they get their profits. That is how it all works. You pay the electric bill and all your minerals are used to build the TVA. Once that is built everyone is hooked up and get a little bit of electricity here and there, but industry gets theirs for free. It gets spread out over millions of people. So what happens next is those factories that are supported by the TVA make the tanks and other stuff,
and when they do that they take over completely, like the South Vietnamese were taken over. That is what all the bankers were trying to do. Once you get the TVA in that country, that country is screwed. That is why they fight for energy so hard.

What they are doing is mining all the minerals, which is what they want. They want the minerals, coal, gold, silver, diamonds, timber etc. everything they can get. Once they are finished taking everything then they leave. They don’t care whether you have anything left. But they have to get the TVA in there to energize those manufacturing plants. They get the minerals from the power plant once they are placed there, then they refine them, and then it goes to manufacturing plants and they put them together and then sell it. You pay for all the infrastructure and they get all the profits, the rest is just fluff to keep you busy fighting battles that don’t even exist. Manufacturers do not pay property taxes. You can look at the property records and see that they don’t pay it. Some manufacturers owe over a million dollars in property taxes, but the county can not threaten to shut them down, because they would just say fine, we will no longer produce and you’re out of luck. Wall Mart does not pay property taxes along with other large merchants, otherwise they would move and the county would have high unemployment.

The judges are getting counsel from Washington, D.C. because they themselves don’t understand it. They know kind of what they are doing because they are in the middle of it, but they don’t get what that black robe is. They just think that it is something they wear because they are a judge. They discard your paperwork because they don’t understand it. So you have to get down to the basics of things where everyone understands it. You have to simplify it to reach anyone, and the methods talked about herein used works. They say yes, I never thought of it that way, I really appreciate you talking to me about that so that I understand it. Judges read patriot crap all day long and they are bored to death. You start quoting statutes to them and they don’t care, they say yeah, yeah, whatever, I have got the power of attorney for that so I’ll do what I want to do, but then when you start talking to him about his allegiance, that he is in a cult, that he is a pagan worshipper and he don’t even know it, and the guys who are running you behind the legislature and behind the president are the ones who are stealing, and they have you do the dirty work and you are not even getting a penny for it, and you are taking all the liability for them. They go, wait a minute, I never thought of that. They forget all about the State, the legislature and the power, and they start thinking maybe I am stealing something, and they realize it. A 62 year old man recalls his one year in law school after which he quit, that in the first year in law school they break you down to nothing, and then they rebuild you to think like an attorney. The ones that believe in organized religion are the easiest to break down and rebuild. They are doing what they are told. The cops are the same way. All you have to do is tell the truth as you see it.

The 1040 and all other forms and court papers are illegal to fill out by you, because it has a copyright on it, meaning a statute is involved which is copyrighted and you have to have a license to use it, and your are not a bar card attorney, and even they don’t even have a license to use it because they are not licensed with the State. So if they are using laws that they have no license to use and they are representing you, they have got you in fraud already. So whatever they create they have to take care of. If there
is no injured party, man or woman, then they created it and it is all fiction and they must discharge it.

When the judge says I am the law and this is my court, what he means is that he is liable for the charges, the amount of that case not the police officer. If he is responsible then he needs to pay it or discharge it. If you want to attach any other fine to it, fine that's your account not mine so take care of it.

If there was a true kingdom, there would be proper remedy. People would never suffer for the crimes of an officer or one of the people they are serving. It would come from the King. The King would end up paying it because anything his servants did would be his responsibility. They are passing it onto you by assignment. Your inheritance has been stolen. If it was fiction, nothing has happened for 2000 years. Anything done in fraud never happened. If it never happened, how can you be liable for it? All this that you have done will be forgiven because it never happened; it was all derived from fraud.

In this pagan system there is no remedy whatsoever. It cost somebody somewhere. So you want to be a debtor and use a credit card without a social security number?

Black robes are representing religion in government, pagan priests. It is all magic and wizardry. For the NAME, social security number and date of birth is a fictional account in the Federal Reserve. For a uniform citation is a foreign bond. Statutes without regulation are products on loan from the pagan. For the men called the people cannot be magically converted into cargo or collateral for a pagan bond. For this conversion and transformation is called slavery. For the “system” is the curtain that hides the pagan.

When they look at your papers talking about different venues, they just throw it out. When people use the flag with the fifty stars on their documents that is the Indian Tea Co. flag an international flag. When using the words Postal Department that refers to the Articles of Confederation, and General Delivery is the local; meaning you are getting mail from two different places.

The Father had nothing to do with the Bill of Rights, which was for the lawyers so they could come on the land from the admiralty jurisdiction into the district. It is their Bill of Rights. The constitution protected the rights of the lawyers. Chisholm v. Georgia is a transportation case. Else you are in transportation or permanent domicile. You can’t be a transient on the land and not be in transportation. Grantor or settlor is Federal Reserve law. When you cite a City case, it is law that has no local funding. When you use a case that has a bunch of fraud in it like Erie RR v. Tompkins then you are just as guilty with all the fraud involved in it.

If you are in court say to the judge: when all this is said and done Bob (never call him judge or Mr. So and So) why don’t you forward that to the Secretary of the Treasury. The judge will say what are you talking about? Well I didn’t create any of this, you did, and whatever you create you are responsible for. (No controversy) It has nothing to do with me; I didn’t create it you
did. He will probably say again, what are you talking about? You tell him: this is a false claim of trespass you are committing here. You are saying I trespassed against you, yet you created your own problem and now you want me to bail you out? It has nothing to do with me. He will try to go back to the jurisdiction, and will ask you is this your name? You answer: No, that belongs to the Federal Reserve; it has nothing to do with me. So I am just here to notice you that if anything happens before I leave here shortly, like you creating a bill, just send it to the Secretary of the Treasury for full acquittance because it is your bill, not mine. It has nothing to do with me. He might still go what the hell are you talking about; don’t you have a social security number? You say: No, I didn’t create the social security number, you did. It is not mine, and I didn’t create it. (If you say it’s your social security number, then you lied to the court)

You will hear people say, I did this and it went away, as it was magical, but they don’t know why it went away. This is what I did and this is what the judge started doing. The judges have let one or two go by, then it opened them up for ten more coming in with the same thing, and all of the sudden it didn’t work. It was a trick the judge played. He said watch this; I’m going to bring them in by the dozens. The patriot groups have been controlled that way a million times, and the reason is because they are hypocrites. They believe because they did some magical potion by using one of their statutes. One judge let it go by, because the judge knew there would be ten more doing the same thing, and he could nab all of them. The judge knew the patriots would start fighting it, and it would get worse and worse. That is why the judges let one or two go by. They are saying let these patriots believe in their magic; and that is where the problem lies.

That is why you can not rely on magic potions, pagan god worship and think that magical things will happen. Well the law says this or that. It is just a piece of paper you are giving life to. George Bush said it best about the Constitution: The Constitution is just a god damn piece of paper; and he is right, it is just a piece of paper. Your actions don’t count, only what comes from within, what your conscience is saying to you, and what you are saying.

They are using their value assessment. If you assess value in Federal Reserve notes then you are a corporate citizen and you are a pagan that is a form of jurisdiction. They took the birth certificates and assessed a value to it making it a corporate citizen, and when you accept value in court in notes, then you are under their jurisdiction, because they don’t assess value in silver. They turned that into a commodity then they assess the value of that silver in notes. All you are doing is assessing the value in silver. When no notes are involved you annihilate the court. The court does not even exist in the case, because when he assesses value in notes he is a Federal Reserve agent. The silver bond communicates to them that you are there with intrinsic value and you follow the law: an eye for an eye.

**The police officer is trying to enforce a commercial statute earmarked that was never passed by the legislature to try to enforce it on you that they created. If he comes into reality he realizes that he falsely arrested and falsely imprisoned you. He limited your speech, he falsely arrested you, he confiscated your image, he tried to force religion on you, and he is liable for everything. So the judge is going to say, Ok – go away, because they want to escape liability like a five year old child.**
With some people they have broken up families and didn’t give a hoot about it. It forced you to go learn all their laws and it has taken away your worship from the Father. That’s what they did, they chased you away from him because you’ve got to learn their law in order to defend yourself, and you’re just not qualified to do it. You shouldn’t have to learn that crap just to satisfy equity. Everything you are doing can be changed around.

Testimony: On the day I went to court I went to the attorney general’s office and was talking to one of the attorneys there about getting common law protection from the state that we are supposed to get common law protection from. What he kept saying was “what law” are you talking about? There are a hundred different venues. One law does not mix with another. What he was saying is that if you are using a constitutional issue or any other kind of issue you have to go to that particular type of case. So when you are talking about motor vehicles and the codes, that’s a completely different law which only deals with truckers, and deals with local police who are only supposed to deal with municipal law, private law. They can’t bring up state statutes; they have no business there, because that deals with truckers. They have to deal with ordinances with the local counsel, not with the state legislature. When they bring up state statutes they are way out of their venue, and nobody stops them. Everyone goes to the state statutes which has nothing to do with it. The only reason they do that is because they don’t have any federal funding for local ordinances and local laws. Only the states get federal funding to enforce their transportation statutes. So in order to fund it they have to do the next best thing, which is to use state transportation statutes, so they can fund the enforcement part because they are broke.

The issue is do you want to be in their system or do you want to be out. The system is the Federal Reserve. Once they deposit the birth certificate with the Federal Reserve, all you are dealing with is a Federal Reserve account. At the State vital statistics they turn it into a note and a deposit. They put you up as collateral for the national debt. You were basically sold, without authority.

If the judge says I’m dismissing, hold over, remand this case, say ok, I will discharge it later, and now you have it on the record, and you send it to the Secretary of the Treasury for discharge and send a notice back to the judge of what you have done. Then the judge can never bring it up again and he knows it. They will look at you funny but no one in the court room will understand what you said.

A lady that did the research has stated that for a felony they create a $40 million dollar Bond. What you are then is the cargo that is housed in the warehouse, their jail. It costs them a $1.23 a day to house each prisoner, but the taxpayers are paying in upward of $10-20K a year on that bond, and they are negotiable bonds and that is why the judge can negotiate it. That bond money really should be paid by the Secretary of the Treasury. If they discharge the bond, all at once you the man are released from jail. The bond is in the all cap name, SS number and date of birth, that is what a bond consists of, and the account number is the case number. All anyone in jail has to do is forward to the Secretary of the Treasury that information for immediate discharge, and you are released almost immediately. They have to release you because you are no longer cargo. Judge Rehnquist disclosed at an annual meeting
before he died the fact that 100% of the people in jail are there voluntarily. It is about money and the bonds, not what you allegedly did.

The appearance bond, performance bond and payment bond are attached to that all cap name, SS number and birth date. All we are doing is repenting. None of this matters to the Secretary of the Treasury. This is all private, this is you, and it has everything to do with you. You are sending your cancellation paperwork to the Secretary of the Treasury for one reason only; because you want to tell the Heavenly Father I will stand up for you and face your enemies, and I am going to trust you. An act of trust and faith.

Whatever you send in to the Secretary of the Treasury, if it is not done, do not do anything unless they act on it. Paperwork is just paperwork, they could have a thousand warrants out for you, but if they can't act on it what do you care, unless one of them tries to enforce it. A warrant must attach to a social security number, without it they can not enforce it.

You have to talk to them from the heart, and that is the place where they cannot go. Where I go, you can not. It is illegal to fill out a 1040 Form or have a driver license, or to have insurance, because I am not on the sea. The people themselves are doing it to themselves. When the Secretary of the Treasury gets the bill from you they will call whoever sent you the bill, and say what the hell is going on here? Then they just give the people who sent it to you notice that you sent it to the Secretary of the Treasury. He will tell them I just received some correspondence from you all about this account. They will go “What?” What did they do? Well, they sent it to us. Oh, Crap!@?!% is the first thing they are going to say.

It takes two to fight. So just send the bill to the Secretary of the Treasury. If you don’t fight, there is nobody there to fight with. The people themselves are keeping the war going. This is partly obedience, because the Father said, do not contract with them. But you are dealing with fiction. Don’t be afraid of your own name. They will still send you an electric bill in the all cap name, so if I pay it with my labor, I am the creditor with preferred status, if I don’t then I don’t have preferred creditor status on that account. Those are accounts they come after you with. So what you do is send that trust, any trust to the Secretary of the Treasury. Now they have to foreclose on themselves.

If you get an electric bill and you pay it, who is the creditor and who is the debtor? You are the creditor, because you are the one paying the bill for them. They owe you all that money, and you can even charge them interest. That’s a lawful debt. If they take me to court, I am the creditor in a creditor’s court. A creditor never has to show up in court. All their rules work for me not for them, because they are the debtors if they want to push jurisdiction. I have been paying for that account that you all created. I have been discharging it with my labor. Whose labor is involved here, mine, and that is the only thing of value. I have preferred creditor status in their court if they want to push it, because I have hands on equity. The mortgagor is not of preferred creditor status in a court, because they have no hands on equity. No one goes into court being
foreclosed on today and says that I have preferred creditor status on that house. They would say what are you talking about? Well I am the one who has been maintaining it with my labor, and I am the one who maintained that account. That is why Yahshua was portrayed as a carpenter, because the builders are the ones that have the preferred creditor status.

You have been the creditor from the beginning, but nobody adheres to the original definition of equity. It is all backed by the full faith and credit of the people's labor. If they want to do it on the record, they no longer have creditor status and therefore their credit window is closed so them coming against you would close the credit window.

Unlike most people I do not look at the world in three dimensions but four dimensions from the outside from a different point of view. Can you imagine telling the judge, well you created it, you need to send it to the Secretary of the Treasury, and have him pay for whatever the fine is. Can you imagine them thinking holy crap what if everyone starts doing this? They will be freaking out.

In one instance they called the case, and the guy walked up to the bar, looked at the bailiff and said: bailiff I have here something for the judge. It was a certified copy of the birth certificate. He handed it to the bailiff and said I hereby surrender the defendant. He turned around and walked out and the case went away. It is all based on a birth certificate. They have no more jurisdiction. If the birth certificate is a commercial document, then it has nothing to do with you, but if you've got insurance you are playing into their paganism game which is based on your mind set in what you believe, and now you have contracted away from the Father for protection from somebody other than him, and now you are counted. Are you telling me if you believe in the Father, you are in a foreign world not in reality? You have to take liability for yourself once you cancel everything. Why do you think the courts are doing what they are doing? They are trying to tell you to wake up and take responsibility and liability for yourselves or we will do it for you, and we're sick of it. They are telling you to get out of the system.

When you use their laws and cases you are using paganism to defend yourself which is no defense at all. There is no judge, he is just another man. The pagan priest is the fiction. How do you handle him? That account has been closed and cancelled, that is all you say, you don't have to use laws and if he keeps going let him keep going. He is screwing himself because it has nothing to do with you at that point. Let the Holy Spirit come in.
Point blank tell them: I feel it’s a constant threat to my life and liberty, knowing that some police officer is not going to understand what is going on and he is going to act on it, and I am just waiting for that to happen. The employees of the state, the people, are lurking in the corners to grab me, so I feel hunted every day of my life. I’m not trying to get away with crimes not being in your system away from any kind of justice, I just don’t feel that I have any responsibilities towards men other than to not infringe upon their rights as long as they don’t infringe upon mine. When you tell them what they are doing to you, they cannot argue when you tell them what they do and how it affects you on a daily basis, they don’t want that on their conscience.

Here is an example:

On June 15, 2006 a non-invited agent M. R. Slater of the corporate, public, private venue invaded the private equity and common law venue of a man called Laszlo: Horvath: also one of the people. M. R. Slater’s actions was at least an attempt to force someone’s will, vanity or conscience on to another which will eventually translate into a money grab scheme, where a corporate entity believes it has a claim.

For the man called M. R. Slater created an emergency on the 15th day of the sixth month in the year 2006. For the man called M. R. Slater claims injury from the man called Laszlo: Horvath for not transforming to collateral for a cancelled account of the Federal Reserve. For the man called M. R. Slater claims injury from the truck because the truck did not convert itself into commercial cargo in a constant transit for a bond called registration. For the man called M. R. Slater delivered Laszlo: Horvath by commercial transport to a man called B. Flatley and while under the coercion of the man called B. Flatley, the man called Laszlo: Horvath endured a five day conversion process to paganism by imprisonment and charged $1,000.00 for services rendered. For the man called Donald W. Overby oversees the pagan ceremonies, rituals as priest, for compliance with the religion of paganism.

For the man called Laszlo: Horvath: Here: living-in-being: non-fiduciary, is for the noticing of the man called Colon Willoughby, Jr. of the closed and cancelled Federal Reserve account pertaining for the trust LASZLO HORVATH, for that account is closed an cancelled. For the man called Laszlo: Horvath cannot be converted into cargo for the collateral for the pagan bond, for the man called Laszlo: Horvath is of the 2nd judicial district, of the most high ordained and the man called Laszlo: Horvath does not exist to support the private portfolio of the credit rich, for that is called blasphemy, and treason against the one holding the status of the Most High when practicing magic and wizardry.

You have to remember that if it has not been delivered, then it is in constant transit. They have an account open and they can charge the account. It is the same as when you have a credit card account and you make a charge against it. Who is liable for that charge? You! When they create a charge are they liable for that charge? Yes! It is all about an account, digits, credits and debits. The account represents the warehouse receipt you are in possession of representing your side.
of the account, the cargo being held in a warehouse while in transit; that is how they are listed. They are not people; they are just goods waiting to be delivered back to the Republic. That is why the Republic has to exist. The Birth Certificate is a manifest. You cancel and close your side of that account by surrendering the warehouse receipts making the delivery complete. You just redeemed yourself from any further liability with regards to that account. You must notify everybody of what you have done. Now you can not be recognized within their fictional system without being numbered, and without an account. If anyone presents you with a bill, charge or claim against the name on the account that is cancelled and closed, is now liable for that bill, charge or claim because they created it and now are responsible for it. All you have to do is send it to the Secretary of the Treasury for full acquittance and discharge, because it has nothing to do with you, because you are no longer a fiduciary on that account or an idiot.

The Bar Association is the Bar between equity and public and private; bar like a fence, barrier. What they did was, they took that barrier down and started moving everyone from the Republic over to transportation. They came into the sheepfold and started taking all the sheep, and now the sheep are starting to leave.

The county recorder is where all transportation starts when they record the birth certificate. The Federal Reserve only has jurisdiction in the Marianna Islands, Virgin Islands, Alaska and Hawaii. In Puerto Rico they actually have a pagan law office, and that’s where they are coming through. All liquor licenses come from Puerto Rico and that is how they got around prohibition, and that was judicial district prohibition. They will try everything they can, to get you out of your judicial district. They will always have you sign things. They cannot enforce religion on you, because they believe there is a separation of church and state. They can’t disclose their pagan courts. If you look, the laws of the Covenant are similarly the same as their court rules. If you use their paperwork you are subject to their law, because every one of their statutes is on loan from the Federal Reserve. They can have all the warrants as long as they can’t enforce them without violating the pagan-non pagan permanent divide. This all goes back to Yahshua and what he did 2000 years ago.

They have an encumbrance on the deed. That is the property. It has no intrinsic value. They are the one’s who created the mortgage, so that means they have to pay it. What you create you have to take care of. How their system works is that whatever they are responsible for they shove it off on another like a hot potato. The property and personal property is the fiction. The land is the reality. It’s intrinsic – it’s the mirror image of the other. With regards to your property, the county treasurer will borrow credit for the easement then he tries to assign that debt to you. Well if it is their mortgage, then they need to pay it. The easements on the accounts are the powers of attorney; the easements are what they borrow the credit off of to create an obligation, an obligation of performance from you as a fiduciary. The county has taken out a mortgage against all the people’s property reflected in their deed by the easement encumbering the property, due to the assignment of the debt which they want the people to take care of with the property taxes.
The bankers are in an insane delusion when they say we are going to take over this or that. They tell you, you've got to fill out this form and do this and do that. You will hear them say: we will not listen to you if you don't fill out this paperwork. This piece of paper gives you what you want because this piece of paper is magic. This form is magic, and if you don't do it this way then we will not give you what you want. I'm sorry little boy if you don't go to bed now you will not get your cereal in the morning. It's all training. So what they are saying is we are going to be totally unreasonable until you do it our way.

What was the real intrinsic value there? It is that the bankers are going to win. The folks are not going to beat us on this. What they are saying is if they get you to use their form they have got the most valuable thing in the world. They have got your heart and your mind. So what you are saying is if I don't do what you are asking me mommy, then you will not do it for me? I'm sorry daddy do I have to ask you permission to go to the store? So now I live in your house, and now I'm being manipulated.

Let them always move against you on a property issue first, and everything you do is by defense only. You have no right of aggression, so you just wait, and then when they start pushing then you just push them back a little bit. Then they will push again, and then you push it back a little bit more. Just be real calm with it, don't try to slam dunk them all at once. What you want them to do is reveal the fraud they are involved in. You want them to confess. In their minds they are gods, because they are the county, and you can not get the county. You want that attitude to come out. You want that Sheriff so pissed off that he says: I'm going to arrest you, you sorry ass and I am going to nail you. You want that to come out. When he does that it means you got him, and he is going to screw up big time. **If there is no account there is no reason for me to pay your mortgages.** He will say: what are you talking about? Well it is your account, not mine. I didn’t create it, your treasurer did, and if your treasurer gets in trouble with the payments, I guess what your treasurer needs to do is go rob Peter to pay Paul. It is their account, and it is called an assignment, because they assigned it to you. It is the same thing with a cop. They get real nervous when you know exactly how they do it. They will not bother you. Otherwise they give you two notices, advertise it, and you are done.

Third party testimony: They sent me a property tax bill that stated: If you have a mortgage tell us who the mortgage holder is and we will forward the bill to them. The treasurer is the first mortgage holder on that property. They hold whatever name you put the land into, (do not use trusts). **Send it back and say: the Treasurer is the first mortgage holder of the United States Treasury.** They sent another bill for the next year which I just sent directly to the Secretary of the Treasury to take care of and never heard anything about it. **The property taxes have been handled by him for the past ten years.**

When you get your property tax bill, just send it off to the Secretary of the Treasury and don’t say a word, because that is theirs. They created it and they are responsible for it. In the place of the return address, put Secretary of the Treasury. You are forwarding their mail, because it is none of your business. Don’t open the property tax bill, just take and put it in another envelope and mail it. You can do the same with everything else. If the Sheriff brings you paperwork,
you go ahead and mail it the same way. If the mortgage is there, they have to pay it, meaning the county treasury. If they want to foreclose because it is not being paid, they have to foreclose on their own department of treasury. They will have to go to the Secretary of the Treasury and collect from him, as it has nothing to do with you. It is just land above the land. It is all fictional, an image. If you speak, it is your ego that is talking to you. Like they said in the old days, mind your own business. You can’t talk about it, because it is not yours.

Tell the Sheriff to quit whoring himself out to the banks, it makes an impression, calling it the truth. Stop stealing for the banks. You act like no one sees you. Don’t act like you are the end all, be all. If you are on this earth and you don’t worship the one who holds status of Most High, then you don’t deserve to be here. They believe in religion or they wouldn’t have faith in their money; they wouldn’t put “In God We Trust” on their money.

Just send the property tax bill to the Secretary of the Treasury and remain silent. When you start speaking, you make the image appear. The Sheriff is not the Sheriff. The Sheriff is the image of the Sheriff, because here is no money. George Bush is just the image of the President. If you speak to the Sheriff or the President, you make the image speak. They said in time people will make the image speak, because there is no money. The offices have existed for 2000 years. But now they are just images of offices.

They can have a hundred warrants out for me, but if no one enforces it, how good are they? It’s just a piece of paper with ink and symbols on it. You have to look at it from that point of view, and then you start realizing that property is different and has nothing to do with land and nothing to do with houses. Then it has nothing to do with me, its just property. You can’t make a claim on something that does not exist.

Testimony: Chemical bank sent a statement after receiving a letter from me regarding a car loan which stated: Thank you for paying your account IN ADVANCE. However it may be to your advantage to continue to make regular monthly payments. Minimum amount due zero.

When I consigned the consumer loan, they wrote a check off it, the consumer note. When they deposited the note, it is already paid. There is no debt, because once that check has been written from the bank they said it was paid so there is no need for collection, and they abandoned their own contractual obligation, and now the liability falls on you. If you were dumb enough to keep trying to bring on that liability when it is not yours, then how can you complain?

Once you write to the bank, and whatever they send you back stating we are going to foreclose on you, you just send it to the Secretary of the Treasury for full acquittance and discharge. It must be discharged because it has already been paid. They said thank you for paying your loan off in advance. It is already paid. I never heard from them again.

What they are saying is that when they deposited the note they said the loan was paid off in advance. Since I wish to no longer have credit with you or any other bank, our business is done. Any other action from you and you will be violating your own charter.
I called the Secretary of State’s office and asked them what the bank charter was, and guess what they said? The State Constitution. Now you know why I don’t use constitutional issues, because they don’t apply to me, I am not a bank in commerce. You don’t need acknowledgement or approval from them. That is the biggest downfall everyone has. Take the insurance off the house and send them the property tax bill and don’t say nothing, leave them with dignity, by not flaunting what you have done. You can never borrow again.

I can control what I do, but when it comes to writings I just tell it like it is, and what I am going to do. I do not demand anything from them, because I don’t need anything from them. Whatever they do, they will do regardless and they are liable for it. When you demand of them, you become liable for what they do or don’t do. You don’t declare you just do it. Do not worry about it, because you are not hurting anyone. You cannot stop what they do. That is why I don’t wear the judge out, I just tell them the account is closed, and if they proceed any further and keep talking, which I can not control, now they are liable. The judge started assuming power of attorney for me, and that is when I said that account has been closed and cancelled. When you say the account is closed, that is what you mean. She went on and asked, is this your vehicle? I said that is my truck. She then asked, are you eligible for a driver license, I said no and she just kept on going. I just went along with what she was doing, as she is fully liable for everything she does. I already said the account is cancelled, if she doesn’t stop there and keeps on going I can’t stop it. Go ahead lady if you want to screw yourself. She is not doing it to me she is doing it to herself. Attorneys will go back and listen to the tapes, and say holly crap I can’t believe what happened to her. This guy never even mentioned the law. If you want to go on with your paganism crap, go on. The result at the end was she said all we can accept is a registration and insurance. You are free to go. That was it.

I am not a fiduciary so I don’t have to bring up the law or the statutes because I am not liable for anything. They always want you to bring up the law or the constitution. When a friend of mine was pulled over by a police officer here is what actually happened:

Cop: what kind of tag is that?
Joe: that is not a tag; it is a public notice. It is not any kind of public license tag, and I do not qualify for state issued tags;
Cop: do you have a driver license?
Joe: no I don’t use those, because I do not qualify to have one, but I’ll show you what I do have. Here is my ID, Operators Certification, Registration Certification and my Silver Bond bonding my actions;
Cop: what is your name?
Joe: John Smith;
Cop: what is your date of birth?
Joe: that is private information;
Cop: it is not private information, and you are out here driving without a license;
Joe: yeah but I can travel;
Cop: I saw you driving.
Joe: what is the definition of driving because that is a commercial term. There is no restriction on private travel, and I am restricted to the common ways and I am not for hire;
Cop: are you armed?
Joe: no, I am not and I have nothing against you and I wouldn’t hurt you for anything. I respect you for what you are trying to do, but I also want respect for myself for what I am doing.
Cop: goes to his car and comes back;
Cop: did you make these ID’s?
Joe: Yes I did;
Cop: are you John Smith?
Joe: no, that ID is just a witness that’s been witnessed by two people that I am John Smith.
Cop: how many people are doing this?
Joe: I have no idea, but I know of four other people;
Cop: what is your date of birth?
Joe: you are just trying to get points of jurisdiction;
Cop: “No I’m not.”
Joe: yes you are, you’re going to ask for a name, social security number and date of birth for the state;
Cop: Well the revised statutes say this and that;
Joe: I know the application of the statutes, but they don’t train you guys on everything;
Cop: Yes they do, I have a degree;
Joe: OK.
Cop: You know that I have the authority to arrest you, but I’m just giving you a warning now, but I’ll lock you up if I catch you driving. I have other things to do today so you have a nice day;
Joe: OK;
Joe: have a nice day, and I left.

Judicial districts go back 5500 year, back to Moses. Back in Moses’ time, it was referred to as, one man knows ten families, but the one man can not know a hundred families. For the judicial district of ten they established a magistrate for each ten families within the tribes. Those families would go to that magistrate if they had any problems with each other. If he couldn’t handle it, then they would go to Moses, and if Moses couldn’t handle it, he would go to the Father. Lots of counties are separated like that today. You have to go to the county magistrate called a County Commissioner who has abandoned his Office of Magistrate because he now works for the banks. Now the Commissioner, Sheriff, and the Cops’ oath of office come into play, otherwise its just private, not common law and equity. Judicial districts are common law and equity, not public or private. You never use any of their court cases because they are transportation cases, which do not pertain to equity and common law. State of Florida is
transportation. Country of Florida is equity and common law. Gold and silver is not the law, it is the Holy Spirit that’s the law, and the truth. They can never take that away.

Magically they can not convert a right into a privilege. The only true government is the judicial district of ten. That is the only one, the most high ordained, and that is where the pagans can not go, and they know it, and never go there.

Yahshua split common law and equity from public and private, and it is permanent. There is no defense in the judicial district because there is no gold here; it’s just the Holy Spirit. You are defenseless; that scares the crap out of people. You have no access to the courts; you have no remedy if someone steals something from you. Their world has nothing to do with us, and I have nothing to do with it. It shows a lack of character to go up to someone who has nothing and try to take his shirt; it messes with their egos.

Every time they face you, strip them down to nothing, just like you are which is what the Father does and then reforms you in his image. So when you are talking to them the Holy Spirit is stripping them of all of their greed and vanity, everything they hide behind; and it scares the piss out of them just like it did to you.

The silver bond raises the bar back up, that is why they cannot touch you. If they do touch you it is treason. If you have a silver bond they instinctively know. Use certificate of mailing and the postal service becomes the witness that you sent it. General Delivery is common law. Put: Smith: house of the 2nd judicial district. That is how they used to do it because everyone knew each other. They knew where the Smith’s live because they have lived there all their life, in the judicial district. Like the Amish when the Smith’s barn burns down, everyone chips in and raises one, but when you have insurance nobody talks to each other. That’s where they divide and conquer. People don’t even talk to their neighbors.

Once you are known as a non pagan, they will never touch you again unless you are caught in the commission of a crime. That is what you are establishing when you are their court room, that you are a non pagan. Anything else has nothing to do with you. Don’t be arrogant or laugh at them or start arguing with them. Your obedience shows you are not a pagan.

The Father said: do not touch the least of these, because they are mine. Heaven and earth are the opposite of each other. So if you are the least of these here on earth, then you are the greatest of those in Heaven. So if you are in the judicial districts you don’t own your house, you don’t own your land, because those belong to the Father. The treasury belongs to the Most High not you. So are you the least of these on Earth? You own nothing; it is in his hands not yours. You don’t own your body, wife, kids, house, car, don’t have any money and everything will go away if they come at you. Do not touch the least of these. The Father died so we wouldn’t be counted, because that was the greatest offense. Registration is with the Most High, and your status is the least of these.
Yahshua said very specifically, when the subjectors go to their fraud and when you do, the truth will come out. There is no in or out of the system. It is all fiction. They are just as responsible for the Republic as you are. Whatever tricks they use is magical and wizardly.

Our paperwork is for communicating with a delusional, because they really think there is a state of Florida. It is just a piece of land, and the boundary that separates Florida from Georgia is all man made. North and South America has always been combined - who cares.

Man is in a delusional perception. Country of Florida is for them, it has nothing to do with me. That is how you have to open your mind and think, because they have you convinced of all these things which are man made fictions. Don’t tell me I have to jump through hoops for you to get what is right; I am not your puppet. If you don’t want to do what is right, then I will wait you out until you do what is right. You know what’s right and wrong, everyone does; we are adults. They have to train you, you have to do this and you have to do that.

The ID and Silver Bond are for them to keep them from injuring themselves. You own your house and you don’t need title to it. The absolute title is for them not for me. Everyone knows I live here, and none can claim otherwise. After seven years you have squatters’ rights other than absolute title. Their titles are fiction, as all they received are notes in return. They haven’t taken anything in a foreclosure. It’s your perception that they did. Your land is yours; your house is yours; whatever you have is yours. They never want possession, they just want adverse possession. They want control of it, but not liability of it.

Everything you are doing is just communication as in me talking to you. Communicate whatever so they understand. The Flag is a form of communication. Either way it is organic; and if it is organic then it is laws dealing with them, which are common law and equity either way you look at it. That is why government was not to deal with law of men. It is just common law and equity and people used to go to church and they would hear court cases. That is where the court was, and when the three justices walked in with bible in their hands, is when everyone stood up for the Word, not man. He was there taking on the ministry of men or of the Word and they stood up for the Most High. One room in the Shelbyville, Kentucky court house is empty and has church symbols in it. That is where they used to have church. Having church is dealing with the law.

You are sending your notices to the proper government offices as a courtesy, and just noticing them that this account has been closed and cancelled with the Federal Reserve, and therefore I’m just returning your documents. If you get a ticket just send it back with the cancellation letter. When you cancel the account: name, social security number and date of birth, it ceases to exist everywhere.

Give your ID, Operators Certificate, Registration Certificate with your Silver Bond and a copy of the cancellation to the cop who might not give a damn until an hour later if he is one of those crazy ones, when they realize what they have in their hands, they will start getting real nice. If something bad doesn’t happen the pagan paperwork does not come out for what it is, and it
might cost you some time and money but you are giving an enormous amount of information to
them who are enforcing this crap and it will work out OK, and you will learn a lot.

You have something to give them. This is what I am doing. I am in the judicial district which
was here before you guys existed for 5500 years. Don’t take my word for it, talk to your
supervisor, or watch commander or attorney on call before you move on this, because I don’t
want you to hurt yourself.

Men can’t handle their own crap, and that is why the Father sent Yahshua to take on all the
transgression. If men could handle it, there wouldn’t be transgression. There would have been
no use for Yahshua. He would never have been needed. So every time men get involved with
something, they try to make it into something that is not.

This is not based on hiding, but the truth and what it is not. The license plate and seal of the
judicial-district on the back of my truck is just a communication of my state of mind. So if
anyone arrests me, what did they do? They stepped on the Father, because I wouldn’t bother
anybody. My life has nothing to do with them. We are not here to fight the IRS, cops or
anybody. What we are here to do is to think about your state of mind. On how you are thinking
and how it got you into the problem in the first place.

Your conscience is your guide. That is what was perfected by the Most High, not the judicial
district which is just a location and you have to have the right mind set in order to stay there,
and it’s that mind set that they can not overcome. The Republic is just a mind set, a de-jure
state of mind. How people think makes the government, and if people in the government can
start changing the minds of the people which is where they want them to go, they want it to
benefit those who are in government so they can gain power. So it is the mind set that is most
important. The only reason the account is closed is because of your mind set is foreign to what
the judge is saying. It is the way you think and feel about things. People just want to throw in
the towel and give up.

The flag on your car or truck is your flag and they can not touch it. You can’t touch another
man’s flag. If they say anything about your plate or paperwork, say look I did it for you guys not
me, as it has nothing to do with me. I don’t care about it. I know where my heart is and you will
have to deal with that. Did you make this ID? Yes, I’m one of the people and I can do that.
What gives you authority to do what you are doing officer? It didn’t hurt no-body. If I had a
choice I wouldn’t have that plate on there. It’s only there to keep you all calm, because you all
freak out over nothing. If they ask you, do you have proof of insurance; say yes I have a silver
bond. They ask for proof of insurance, not insurance. The proof is what they are looking for.
Do you have any monetary value backing what you are doing in case you hurt someone? You say
yes. That is usually an arrest-able offense. Then they will ask if your car is registered. The car
or truck is in the possession of the government, the people; and they will go what are you talking
about? It’s registered with the judicial district and here is the registration – the rules,
regulations and restrictions. Their license says driver not operator because there is no
regulation or definition for operator. So we define it. When we defined it, it wiped out
everybody’s driver license and half of their transportation code, because it has never been
defined before. They have no rule or regulation on registrations and they have no restrictions.
We do, which makes null and void their registration. The word certification is municipal common law. So if you have certification with intrinsic value, you just wiped out all their district courts in the country of Florida because there is now a municipality with intrinsic value in it, which is Common Law, and Equity and you just wiped out all of their agencies, and they know that.

Your actions are backed by your silver bond which is 25 ounces of silver set aside and they bond their actions with Federal Reserve notes because each statute is a lien in a bond. So if the cop does not have a silver bond he can not be heard in court. Give him 3-6-9-12-30 days notice to come up with the silver bond. If the account is cancelled he can not bond his actions because he is hiring the district attorney, a separate office to enforce something that was never there. The DA never saw what you did or did not do. And no you do not use an affidavit, because the truth does not come up yet until he has bonded his actions. An affidavit is used under international law which has been around since the 50’s. You have heard from so many people out there that if no one says anything then it is true because an unrebutted affidavit stands as truth in law. Just because nobody objects that it’s true? That is a bunch of BS always has been and always will be. So what you are saying is that if you say something and nobody objects to it, it is now true and it’s the law? If you can silence everyone else and your word is the truth and it is the law, you just put yourself on the throne in place of the one holding the status of the Most High.

All registration means is that you abide by a set of rules and restricted to the common ways. You are achieving what you want to do – I’ll leave you alone and you leave me alone. You are in commerce, I’m not; have a nice day.

You are not traveling under their seal but yours the Most High. What gives them power to stop you is deception, so you have to overcome deception in order to have safe passage. They are trying to enforce paganism on you. But you have to go deeper because paganism is just a front. They are dealing in lies and falsehood/fiction. The census bureau is counting us as to how many of us are here. That is why they have the social security numbers. The passports have your social security number under seal. If you go to another country not on business you don’t need a license to trade with the enemy. If you tell them you are there for pleasure, you actually lied to them because you just told them by your passport that you are there under a licensed business to do business under the presidential seal. They have numbered us.

There is one command the Father told us. Do not contract with them, with the bankers. Go get yourself delivered and get your land. The difference in land and property is that land is not movable so it can never be in transit, however property is movable. They are only talking about the paperwork the deed, with the description of the property not the land itself. The people are volunteering their land to be attached to property. They are the ones foreclosing on themselves. The bank isn’t doing anything. You are the one who is going to leave it, and you have no business leaving it because it is not in transit.

Since you have become a fiduciary for an entity in their pagan system and since you have the warehouse receipts, you can leave. You are no longer a danger or an enemy. The only ones who are an enemy are those within the Republic. When you are in the Republic and go under the President and get a license to deal with the enemy, whose license is that? Is it yours, or is it
theirs? The President licensed the foreigners to do it, not you. You are foreign in your own land
if you have a foreign license for a privilege to drive, because you are on foreign land. You
became a privilege to yourself. The President committed treason. Treason is defined as joining
with those who are in rebellion against the Most High. The foreigners are in rebellion against
the Most High, so the President licensed them and gave them a privilege to come do business
among the people within the Republic. Then the people in the Republic started getting those
same licenses and made themselves foreigners in their own land, the state being the Republic.
When you have a silver bond they have to protect you because you are in the Republic. It is only
the symbol it has nothing to do with the Republic. Republic is the spirit and it’s a symbol of the
spirit. Silver itself is just silver. It repels all viruses, disease, infections and the like. It
represents purity and it is like a cross to a vampire. It is the purity of the Holy Spirit. Yahshua
established pure government and that is all he did, because he fulfilled the Ten Commandments
and fulfilled the law. Once it was fulfilled, it was perfected and that is where you have to go. It
was completed and delivered. It was out of the hands of the fallen angels. That is the bar
between common law, equity and public and private. Public and private is transit. So you do
not want to become an enemy to yourself. You are fighting “You” not anything else because the
rest is fiction. When you say private, you just went back into transit.

Your only remedy is very simple. You have to appeal to the conscience of another man
otherwise you will not make it. They have labor pitted against management, just like they do in
the Unions. So they have the people pitted against the system, the judges, when the judges are
sitting in the middle fully liable for everything they are doing. So the more you fight the judges
the more you fall into their trap. You have to stop fighting the sheriffs, judges, and police
officers because they have no idea of the full picture of what is going on. They know just as
much as your regular retailer selling you clothes at Sears. They have zero clues that their name
is spelled in all caps, they never noticed before. They are only being told what the attorneys are
telling them. They don’t know why and they never ask.

They have whipped the crap out of patriots because it’s all about money, money, money. They
are looked upon as retarded idiots, when they are fighting the very people that they could be
helping because the very people they are going after are their greatest allies and they don’t even
know it. You have to explain to the judge by saying: in order for you to enforce this statute you
have to commit at least five to seven conversion processes in order to get a conviction. You have
to convert from an upper lower case to an all capital case name; then you have to convert the
man into cargo because the prodigal son never bothered to change any of his statutes so they are
still in all the same; you have to convert the state to a corporate state; you have converted
yourself from a judge to a pagan priest; you have to commit conspiracy to commit conversion;
then you have to commit note conversion where the creditor screwed up completely when he
took all the gold and he no longer has anyone to trade with, so eventually he began to trade with
himself, so when he started doing that it became the fiat money which were the notes and now
the notes have no intrinsic value and you have to convert the notes into labor. There is your
other point of jurisdiction which is conversion and labor.

Quit relying on the United States and the Government because you are lazy as hell. Thinking of
it as a sovereign matter you are just one less the cops have to worry about, because they are sick
and tired of people crying to them. Get off your butt and start taking on some liability for what you do instead of having someone else pay for something. You want everyone to do everything for you. You have to take liability for what you do. If you don’t, you will never have sovereignty. You can not be a sovereign and have someone foot the bill for you. The cop wants you to be reliant on their system by taking your sovereignty from you and rely on them. You are looking for protection from them by going to their constitutions. Nowhere does it say that they are to protect you. But if you want protection from them, then pay them for the protection. Don’t you have to pay the Mafia for protection? They want to take away your sovereignty, and that is what dummy Rush Limbaugh bitches about every day.

People are always trying to get around trying to not give a social security number. Most people say I don’t have one, and then they are told: well everyone has one and then they start arguing about it. What does a social security number have to do with your identity? Isn’t it a retirement account? So all you have to say is that the number you are asking me for is a social security retirement account and it has nothing to do with my identity. Now they cannot argue. If they can’t figure out what to do, just tell them to use all zeros in its place.

The Church says Jesus died for your sins and he paid the debts for you, so that made you his debtor. That is what they say. So you are telling me Jesus did all this? What is the difference now? The federal government says there is a separation of church and state. If Jesus is the creditor who paid all the debts for you, then how is the federal government a debtor to the IMF, when the IMF has absolutely nothing to do with the church, or does it? And if it does have something to do with the church, the bible says do not involve your self in usury, so now they are going against the very bible they wrote and authorized? For years the Luminati has been fighting the church. So what is the purpose and reason why if you state that you are converted into cargo and there is evidence of paganism, why that is such a big deal? Who is the system so afraid of? The pagan can not be caught in the judicial district and the church can not allow that to happen either because they have vows to protect the judicial district.

So the pagan has to have you listed as cargo in a warehouse so the church has plausible denial-ability. You are responsible as one of the people for order in government, and you are responsible for protecting it. Every patriot I know does nothing but attack it every day and that gives the pagans every excuse in the world to pounce on them. An attorney has said after reading the Cancellatura paperwork, if I did that I would be dead by the morning. He said I was not told about any of this until after I took my oath. They believe that they are stuck there, but they don’t understand that their oath is under the bait and switch doctrine.

So when you are speaking from the heart you can say these things, but you have to not accuse the judge, you have to protect the judge. That is ten times more effective then saying you suck, that I am of the United States of America blah blah and I am going to jumble that all together and I am a Sovereign. The patriot community is using every tool imaginable, and they have no clue how to use it and they are doing it to destroy. What you have to do is go to the absolute truth and you have to move that with your conscience. You have to state the facts. The facts are all the info on the driver license is fiction, all the information on the insurance is fiction, all the information on registration is fiction. The reason for that is because cargo is a fiction until it
becomes reality meaning you can eat it or whatever. It is just stuff and doesn’t mean anything, it’s dead. So now Joe Blow patriot comes in and says I’ve got rights. Now the judge is in trouble. You just go along in their minds, the church has plausible denial-ability, but if you start fighting now the Luminati is in trouble with the church because no matter how you look at it the Most High is still in play.

The greatest believer in the world is the devil because he saw the other side of the Father. See, you never remember all the good times you spent with your dad, you only remember the shitty times when he busted your ass. You remember that a lot better then the good times you spent with him because that is when you really knew him. So if the Father really wanted you to know him, he would beat your son to death and put him on a cross and crucify him.

In order for you to stay out of this mess and not be under the authority of the church, you have to stick with the truth and your conscience, so you have to show the judge that you know that he has to commit those five to seven conversions in order to get a conviction, and you have to show that they are taking from someone else. They are stealing from you. That blows the illusion of righteousness in the court. The only way they can have anything plausible is you have to show some kind of righteousness otherwise it becomes a joke. Why even go through the court process, why not just come out and take whatever and leave.

They have to show that there was a court case and there was a trial, and if you show the conversion there can be no trial otherwise they will have mass rebellion and they know they will not survive it. So you have to go to a court trial, get notice and all this other stuff, then it shows he came to court so we have jurisdiction, and even when they run you through arraignment which is a traumatic experience because they traumatize you separating you from your conscience, and when they do that they truly have cargo because your conscience is the only thing that makes the difference between the living and the dead so they have to traumatize you. Then they have you sign papers and by the time you go through that process and go before a judge, you are going to say whatever he wants.

Everyone who has ever been arrested knows that. That is the process they go through. The only way out is to drive your self through that process, and must go further then that process. It is the only way back to your conscience which is to understand the very people who tortured you and you will have to do something you absolutely hate to do which is to protect them because they are a danger to themselves, and they are a danger to the government and the stability of peace, so you must protect them.

My paganism paperwork says: These very people, who are sending these police officers out having them ignore their oath of office, commit crimes for them for nothing. The very same police officers that arrested me in that mess, I was protecting them and I went to where the blame needed to be; was because the legislature did this and this because they are trying to secure their private portfolio; they have cops going out stealing from everyone; and now the legislature because they don’t understand what is going on and what fiat money is, they really think its money, then you have to go protect them. The banks set them up because of this and this. You are doing the exact same thing that you are trying to achieve, you are actually...
achieving it. Patriots don’t achieve anything they look to achieve. They are trying to exact a point of view and they can’t do it. They are talking gibberish, because they forgot what Yahshua taught them, which was love your enemies and protect them, because they are a danger to themselves. Because you have the truth and if they don’t like it, they try to destroy it and now they have a serious problem.

This is what Yahshua tried to tell the Pharisees when he said your Father is the devil, because if your Father was Abraham you would love me, and he still protected them all the way to the end. He prayed for them and protected the very people that were killing him, and look what happened. When you get arrested you have to break through that accusatory BS. Instead of turning it around and saying to the people that tortured you, I understand why you did it, and this is why you did it. It is the worst thing they can hear. They don’t want to hear that from anyone. How are they going to fight that on their conscience? They can’t, and that is where the patriots go wrong every time. What you have to do is protect the very people that did what they did to you. You tell them it is not your fault because you didn’t know and you were deceived and specifically show they were deceived. How are they going to fight that? They can’t. That is where patriots go wrong, when they get accusatory and they are going to sue them for millions and they are going to sit high and go to the Bahamas, and they are going to sell whatever information they studied, all copyrighted material. Guess what, they get out, get re-arrested and their bank account slowly siphoned, because guess what, now there is a devil and the church has plausible denial-ability, we are just fighting the devil here, it is on the record and nobody can do anything about it. Because they are being accusatory and they are trying to destroy the very structure that causes peace. If you stopped fighting and changed your attitude towards them you will get ten times further.

If the judge never paid a tax in her life, because she hasn’t, and she is forced to put other people in jail and break up families on that very premise, imagine what her conscience is going through when she has always used notes. You don’t pay with notes, they don’t even exist and it says it in their definitions of money. The notes are legally blank because those are rules of the English language that they are using. The language doesn’t even agree with what they are doing. When you box something you remove it, that’s the rules of English and the courts follow the rules, because notes are bordered and when they are bordered, they are blank. It says legal tender, public and private. Even that statement isn’t there because it is boxed. It is fiat money. There is no money there. They are blank pieces of paper. Why do you think when they don’t want to be liable for something they put parenthesis around it? Those are the rules of English. Just look at a citation. It has boxes all over it, well it is blank there is nothing there.

That is why when you have a silver bond set aside, your word is the only thing that matters because their paperwork is blank and there is no case there, but they act as if there is. That is called insane delusion, and they need to be protected. They have got some serious emotional problems and you can’t try someone who is insane. If you relied on an attorney that means you are incompetent. How can they hold someone incompetent liable? The Bar Association should be responsible for the fraud. How is it the one that stole all the gold not be responsible for what he does? It is a creditor’s court, not mine. I can’t be the debtor because I don’t have any money and have never received any. So how can you be a debtor if you never received any money?
You can’t be a debtor for blank pieces of paper. What you say is: the very Federal Reserve System that forced this judge to commit five to seven conversion crimes, and now the judge is fully liable. What did you just do? You placed the blame on the one and protected the judge. Then you can’t sue the judge can you? So now the judge has no reason to be defensive. The judge has an account with the Federal Reserve and is collateral for the debt, and is cargo in commerce; has never received any kind of money in her whole life; has never paid taxes and doesn’t even have a driver license or registration; and she can never have one.

If you say those things, you have placed blame on the Federal Reserve where the blame is due. Now you can never sue the judge because you protected her. You were a witness for the judge. How can the judge then turn around and tamper with the witness? They know all this and they will say oops, I can’t touch him, he just witnessed for me. You are dealing with the insane. This is how you mold your conscience. It is a process of deprogramming. It is all in your mind set, your state of mind. So if you witness for the judge or the police officer they are on trial too. The bankers only deal in guilt, and whenever you deal with guilt, you are on trial. It is constant, it is a perpetual trial.

The judge is forced to enforce paganism on people because they use artificial entities and make themselves out to be god. There has been no injured party therefore you offended one of the United States gods. You see this is not the judge’s fault. If there is any paganism enforced on the people and religion, the prosecutor is obligated to investigate. The patriots saying they are patriots are considered and looked upon as pagans by the opposition, because they could care less about their country because it’s all about them, sitting on their butts watching TV all their life as long as all their bills are paid. That is what they are after and they could care less.

1964 is when money became fiat money. It is not the judge’s fault, she didn’t do it. They are forced to use it and call it money, but you can’t pay for anything because you have not received any money your whole life. If they say to you that it is irrelevant then that is anarchy. The reason the pagans are successful is because they mimic what you say and believe in. But they are not talking about the state you are talking about, or country. They don’t have a country. They are just pagan gods, and they are just innocent.

Everyone in the patriot community assumes they have a plan. They don’t. They just do what they do. They destroy everything and there is no master plan because anything they touch they destroy. People say I thought you thought this. The first mistake you made is that you assumed they thought. Like people say I worry what people think about me. The first mistake is you assumed they thought about you.

When you accept something for value you gave the judge power of attorney over that account. What you do is surrender the birth certificate by giving it to the judge and say: I am surrendering the defendant under the court with full acquittance, and walk out and never come back, ever. Then get rid of all insurance. The judge is a collector for the Secretary of the Treasury. The court room is their collection agency for the bank. So what is the best way to collect? You make statutes that one cannot fulfill one way or another and then foreclose. They just keep accusing people. The laws they are trying to enforce no one can fulfill because it is
impossible. Do you know how many traffic laws there are? You go to the store and you could have broken 50 of them. They also made women equal debtors to break up the family. We are the most dangerous people on the planet, and they are trying to weaken us so we don’t destroy the rest.

How many people supported the bombing of Iraq? Lots! It is sacrilegious to speak out against it, just look at the Dixie Chicks. We were told as a people to never make war. Look at what the patriots are doing. They are making war with their own. Just because the judge is violating the law doesn’t mean you have to. It doesn’t matter what they do, what matters is what you do, and how you act and live. You can only control what you do, not what anybody else does. You always have to witness against them. They believe what they are doing is right, and that notes are really money. Statutes became training programs without money, and the patriots believe it is money otherwise they wouldn’t try to sue them. Stop destroying each other and stop falling for what they are doing, which is to destroy your self. You are fighting them and each other. If you did get a judgment and you collect on that judgment, guess who that gets charged to? Your next door neighbor. You are warring against your own neighbors. You are fighting over stuff, money, money, money. If you get a judgment you just injured everyone around you, because you have fallen for a satanic system. The satanic system is very simple, hurt, hurt, hurt your neighbor when you were told to love your neighbor as yourself. When the crap comes down on you, you can’t figure out why. Well go back to that law, and see if you violated it anywhere. It is the hardest thing you will ever do. It is difficult for most people because they are pissed off all the time, but it was them all along. You were violating the law and you didn’t realize it. I’ll sue them, lien them. So what happened? You went against your brother and you end up screwing yourself. There is no winning or losing. The world isn’t a prize.

I haven’t been able to figure out why people act like idiots until I looked it up in Black’s Law dictionary 6th Ed. and found idiocy which means insanity, and idiota which means in the civil law, an unlearned, illiterate, or simple person, a private man; one not in office. I also found “Writ de Idiota inquirendo” which is an old writ which directs the sheriff to inquire whether a man be an idiot or not. The inquisition is to be made by a jury of twelve men. And if the custody of his person might be granted by the king to any subject who had interest enough to obtain them.

The judicial district is the office of the people, so everyone can have land rights. That is what Yahshua did and the Father set up for them 5500 years ago. We are all in an office and that is why we have a seal, so everyone could hold office of the people. The office of the people is the judicial office because you are not found to be an idiot. Idiosa means a simple person, nice person, corporate, a private man one who does not hold office, a non-believer. So when cops arrest people in the judicial district, they are attacking the government because you are not a simple person, therefore you have land rights.

You have rights to everything. Everything you have is yours because you hold an office. What they did was put everyone in corporate offices to make them private persons. When they did that, the Congressman, Senators all lost their land rights. It has nothing to do with the money. That is exactly what they did once you understand it. They took everyone out of the judicial
district, and when they did, they lost their office of the people. They stole all the gold and said we've got something over here for you all and you all can become a private person, and you lost all of your land rights, and everything because we are found now to be idiots.

We have got seals, an office, we hold the office of the people which is a judicial office where you are fully responsible, and accept full liability for everything in the judicial district. So when you say that the patriots are idiots, you are legally right because they are not holding any office, they became private persons, idiots. That is why Yahshua did what he did. He said before he tore the curtain in half, those offices are not for just you guys, they are for the people too, and he perfected it. He said anyone who goes with these three commands will fulfill the Ten Commandments, and if you do, you hold the office. That is what Yahshua is; he holds the office of the people. If a judge is talking to you in the office of the people, he might as well be talking to a judicial Senator, judicial Congressman or judicial President. He can not come against you in any way shape or form, because his office is corporate and he is a private person and he doesn’t have any rights. He would be going against the government committing treason.

Tell them I hold the office of the people. If they don’t get it, then they are a simple person. A nice person is the creation of the State, and declared himself to be an idiot and needs to be fired. This is what the bankers have been hiding from us for years. The bankers rendered everyone an idiot, and it has nothing to do with money. You are rendered an idiot, a ward of the court with an attorney for being an incompetent simple person. The jury is there to find out if you are an idiot or not. If you said trial by jury, what they are trying to figure out is if the judge is the attorney for you “in fact” and it has nothing to do with the subject matter of the case.

They are there to render if you are an idiot or not, and since the jury consists of idiot simple persons, no judgment can be rendered. The insane are talking insanity. It is that simple. Idiocy is insanity and idiosa is an unlearned simple person, a private man, someone not in office which denotes a man. You go to court and they render you an idiot and see if you object as it has nothing to do with money. That is how they take over. The Father said to be vigilant, otherwise you are an idiot. Money is what they cover it up with and it is all bull. They keep everyone busy arguing about notes. That’s what trials are all about, whether or not you are an idiot, and the judges know all this and that is why they are immune because they rendered you an idiot. How can the judge be liable if you are an idiot? Because you are an insane person he can not try you because you are already rendered insane.

They render anyone an idiot who does not hold responsibility. If you bring up the money issue that is not what the trial is all about. It is only about whether you are an idiot or not and then they come after everything. Yahshua wanted everyone to know. That is why he wanted everyone to know and that is why he said the lost children of Israel, because he wanted everyone to know and understand that if you hold the liability of the Ten Commandments through the three commands: Love your neighbor as yourself; seek the Kingdom of Heaven; do unto others as you would have them do unto you. If you did that you fulfilled the Ten Commandments, therefore you were in the judicial district, in a judicial state of mind and therefore that is the office of the people, and that is how he has freed everyone here today if they so elect to redeem themselves and join the judicial district perfected 5500 years ago.
We now have land rights, and the people who came here between 1600 and 1700 knew that and they couldn’t lawfully be attacked. That is why they won the revolutionary war. They were coming here from England trying to render everyone to be a private person. They kicked their butt, and that is why the Catholic Church could not witness against it. That is why Simian and Rubin had to be separated. That is how they are doing it and we found the back door. Private persons can not come against government; even all communist documents say that the government is inherent in the people. If they come against the people in the judicial district, they are screwed, and committed treason, and it would be the same as if they attacked the governor himself. We have danced around this for years and we have hit this from every direction that we could possibly hit it. Now we know the subject matter of every case, we just never got it. Today we are free and have all our rights because Yahshua opened those offices to everybody. He said anyone who wants it, can have it, you just have to take liability, uphold the law, and when you do it requires no oath so therefore it is not pagan. You don’t swear or take an oath to anything when you take on that liability. Yahshua said follow me and the truth will set you free. So if you think you are a Sovereign and are involved with limited liability, you are an idiot. The Senate, the office itself became a pagan god, the office of the people, and they have idiots running it, and are guaranteed a good retirement plan without social security benefits.

The cop needs three types of evidence: hear no evil, speak no evil, and see no evil – NAME, Social Security Number, Address, in order to render you an idiot. That is why you must get rid of all your warehouse receipts and liens. Go back to the original judicial district. Anyone who believes that they are out of the system just because they surrendered their license and social security card and contracts, must re-evaluate what they think or believe that they have accomplished, because in six months, a year or ten years they arrest you by creating charges to drag you back into their so called system you believe you rid yourself of because now you are considered a denizen with no country, so therefore you must be taken care of because you must be a wondering idiot. You must go further, into the judicial district and set it all up.

If you hold office of the people, then they can’t touch you. When you have a silver bond it works, as it goes hand in hand. Now I understand what the Father was doing for us, and that is why Moses said there is no freedom without the law. It makes absolute sense. If you don’t take liability, you don’t have any freedom or rights. There is no freedom with the law. If your actions don’t reflect that; you are not there, because you can not be a hypocrite, because it makes you an idiot.

This is completed and it is done. The circle is closed and all the dots are now completely connected. Remember Federal Reserve note can be used as a credit or a median of exchange. If you turn it into a credit, you just went back to being a private person, idiot and you have no rights to overcome it. When you borrow it, you are creating money and its all in whether you want to be an idiot or not. I hold the office of the people. What do you mean the office of the people? Well it is a judicial office. It is that simple. Which means don’t assume the protection of another man. The cop will say “well what if you hit somebody?” My answer would be, it is none of your business, and you do not have my authority to do anything or arrest me.
Now let me conclude with a shocking revelation that no one is aware of. We can agree based on the knowledge that we have of the law that there is no common law tort against the United States. We all know that they are in commerce. We all know that there is fiduciary responsibility and you give up that fiduciary responsibility but there is the other side of that. Fiduciary responsibility is only a cover for what they are doing. I see the judges and cop's deception and also see the patriot group’s deception. There is no IRS indictment that can’t be beat with what I am about to tell you, no matter if they have already been convicted. I don’t want you to implode from what you are about to learn. You have heard before that if someone figured out how the banking industry works, there would be a revolution by tomorrow morning. Now you will know why.

We know the IRS is a private corporation and if you read their indictments they are all written stating that you are charged with one, two, or three counts of willful failure to file. Have you noticed they never put a justification page with their indictments? They never say who is damaged. It is the same thing with the traffic violations, property taxes, and everything they do is done without an actual flesh and blood injured body. They never say who has been injured they just say that you did this. Has anyone ever seen where they have been injured on a justification page, to justify what they are doing? What they are charging you with is that you have offended something, when they say willful failure to file a 1040, a 1040E, or whatever it is that you have offended the form itself. That is what they are doing, because there is no justification for what they are doing. What they say is “willful failure to file”, and that is all they are telling you which means that you have offended the 1040 Form. It is the epitome of paganism. They go taking peoples land and everything for offending a Form. That is why a cop gives you a ticket when you were speeding in front of his badge. You offended his badge. You offended the driver license because you are not properly worshipping it. You are not properly worshipping the registration or insurance. So these vile pieces of crap have been stealing things left and right because you offended their piece of paper, their IRS Form. Those sob’s never put a justification page to justify what their actions are, and their actions go unquestioned. They never put in there what you offended. They do this in the Military Service. They say: with all do respect for your rank, you are a piece of dirt bag. You can say that without getting in trouble. But if you say you suck sir, now you just offended his bar. Think about it and the spiritual part of it will hit you. Are you all mad yet? Please do not implode. Look at the arrogance behind it, the pure hatred and theft behind it. There is never a damaged party because it is the Form that you damaged. They have justified taking peoples houses, killing people and everything based on that alone. This is extremely hard to deal with.

People argue about taxes day in and day out and there is no money. Where does it say on the Federal Reserve Notes that you have to return it? They print it, pass it around and now they incriminate you for not giving it back to them. Where does it say you have to give it back to them? How come they have full possession all the time even if it is in your possession? They always want to know who has it, just look at their so called banking laws. If people understood this, there would be a revolution by morning. That is the vilest thing you have ever heard of in your entire life. They manufacture the notes, they transfer them around, they give it to everyone for medium of exchange, and if you don't give it back to them when they want them returned you are guilty. Then they say you have offended this Form. It is a return Form. They have put
people in prison, destroyed marriages, ruined lives, and have done everything they can possibly do for offending a 1040 Form or 3151 Form and call it law.

Way back they used to kill people for offending the Cow God the Golden Calf. That is vile. They have killed a lot of people over IRS crap, for taxes. This is the most vile thing earth that has ever been dreamed up, and rooted its ugly head again. You offended my badge so you need to pray, and you need to be purged of your sin. You need to purge yourself of this contempt; this is what a friend of mine was told in court papers in the State of Kentucky. He needed to purge himself of it because the State of Kentucky was ordained to regulate his earthly conduct. That is what one of the attorneys said in a traffic case. The attorney actually filed it in the Appeals court and started quoting first Peter, the Bible. You can say this in court and there is not a damn thing they can do about it. Just like on the TV show “Boston Legal”, the judge said you need to show more respect for this robe, which went over everyone’s head. You have to respect their badge, Forms which is vile. With the IRS you offended their forms if you didn’t fill it out correctly or didn’t file it. That is why they are doing what they are doing. You have failed your 1040 God. They hid it with fiduciary responsibility and trust action, and guess what happens, this is the gross part. Their Fifth Amendment says no man shall be deprived of life, liberty or property unless found guilty of a crime. If you are found guilty of murder you lose everything you have and your life because you offended the Father; thou shall not murder or kill without a cause. They took his law and applied it to their forms. They mimicked him, mocked him so you suffer the same destruction as if you had offended him.

Is everyone starting to feel sick yet? You have to think about this for a while and you will be saying “this makes me sick.” So if you all want to be involved with doing what you are doing by being involved with them, go ahead, it is your life. You are considered as a simple person, an idiot and incompetent who is insane for failing to worship and respect their Golden Calf the 1040. Say to the judge, you mean to tell me you are going to take away 5 years of my life or more, take away everything I have, ruin my family, because I offended one of your forms, a piece of paper? Where is the judge going to go with that, when you ask him “How does what I think or believe, or what you think and believe effects my salvation, my destruction, or my existence, or your salvation, your destruction and your existence?”

There is no common law tort against the United States therefore the United States can never arrest anyone. They have no power to arrest. Remember they never filed a justification page on why or who you injured or damaged. All they say is willful failure to file a 1040, and nothing else. Who did I injure, what did I do? So they come with fiduciary responsibility. Well I do not have a fiduciary responsibility to do that, and I also don’t care about your 1040 Forms, and I really don’t care about offending it, because I am not a pagan worshipping gods. So therefore they have no justification whatsoever for any arrest they have made in any way for failure to do anything. They justify it to take your money. Just because I exist does not mean I offend anyone, or I shouldn’t offend anyone. What I think or believe should not offend anyone. Now we know why they take offense to everything. They have their own little utopia here. They have you in contract with a fiduciary responsibility and they have so many laws based on that, that you can not fulfill them, and you are always going to offend them so they can keep taking money or whatever they can like with the IRS foreclosures they want the property, furniture,
everything. You are offending their statute which is a God that regulates your earthly conduct. The driver license is a Golden Calf and you have neglected to worship that, and you neglected to upkeep your registration a false God. India has 240 million false Gods.

Look at it from this point of view. They set it up, and if you believe it, they render you insane. The judges always say I do not see what you are talking about; I don’t see it in your papers, because they can not believe what an insane says or writes because it is all gibberish. What all this means is that every one of their indictments is false, every stinking one of them from its inception. It was based in paganism on worshipping forms, and that is why they don’t listen to anything unless you fill out their forms. If you don’t fill it out, they will force you to worship their God. If you are trying to force me to worship a driver license, you are trying to force me to worship the State. Everyone here today that has a problem with the IRS can use this information from the get go, and tell the IRS that I am not here to worry about whether I offended one of your forms or not. That is blasphemy, that is vile and you are doing nothing but stealing. This whole thing is from the days of Sodom and Gomorrah, from the days of Rome, before Caesar, before BC, AD, and dealing with worshippers of Idols. The IRS went after people more in the past year then the previous ten years combined. The IRS building downtown Washington, DC is verified visually on location as being empty and no one could enter it the day it was visited by a friend of mine. They know the gig is up and it is coming to an end and they are going full blast before it ends. Their time has come to an end, and they want to get all the loot they can before they get out of here, because they know that everyone is starting to wake up, and I personally believe that it is over.

The whole premise of the new world order is that you are an insane idiot for worshipping idols until you declare that you are not by your actions, by sending all the warehouse receipts back and cancelling the account. Now you are rendering yourself not to be an insane idiot worshipper of idols pieces of paper. Then you set up your judicial-district establish yourself as an office holder of the people within your district, get your Absolute – Title Certification Card for your automobile, Registration Certification Card, Operator Certification Card, Identification Card, and Travel Paper, You are free at last, free at last.

NOTICE: Information served herein is for educational purposes only, no liability assumed for use. The information you obtain in this presentation is not, nor is it intended to be, legal advice. Author does not consent to unlawful action. Author advocates and encourages one and all to adhere to, support and defend all law which is particularly applicable. If anything in this presentation is found to be in error a good faith effort will be made to correct it in timely fashion upon notification. VOID where prohibited by law.